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Preface 

The Student Conference in Human – Information - Thing Interaction 

Technology is the grand finale of the course Current Topic in Interaction 

Technology and Design at the Department of Applied Physics and 

Electronics, Umeå University. The idea and objective of the course is to give 

the students a forum where they can actively participate in scientific 

research and development through developing their own ideas. The course 

introduces students to independently researching an interesting topic, using 

a foreign language orally and in writing, writing a scientific article on their 

work and presenting their work at a conference. The conference format was 

chosen to provide a realistic environment for the presentation of the results. 

The work has been reviewed both by other participant on the course and 

members of the department. If the reviews are favourable, the paper is 

accepted as a full paper at the conference and included in the proceedings. 

Research that has an interesting topic and potential for future publication is 

presented as work-in-progress at the conference and the abstract is included 

in the conference proceedings.  

This year eight papers were accepted at the conference as full papers and are 

included in this proceedings. Furthermore, one papers was accepted as 

work-in-progress with included abstract.  
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Evaluation of the Accessibility of Net�ix and

Spotify

Fredrik Granberg

Department of Applied Physics and Electronics
Umeå University, Sweden
f.granberg@gmail.com

Abstract. This article evaluates the accessibility of two popular on de-
mand streaming services, Net�ix and Spotify. The accessibility is evalu-
ated for four di�erent target groups, all with di�erent disabilities: visually
impaired, hearing impaired, physically disabled and people with dyslexia.
By using the same assistive tools as a real user would use, the author
performs a number of tasks to investigate if Net�ix and Spotify can be
used satisfyingly by people with these disabilities. The result found is
that the overall accessibility is poor within both services, with two of
the target audiences not being able to use them at all with the assistive
tools used in this evaluation.

1 Introduction

The Internet has revolutionized the way we exchange information and communi-
cate with each other. This evolution has provided new ways to follow the news,
socialize, watch amazing videos, pay bills and much more. But the development
of the Internet also brought online piracy, causing great losses and damage to the
music and movie industry. According to the Recording Industry Association of
America, music sales in the U.S. dropped 53%, from $14.6 billion to $7.0 billion,
in the years 1999 to 2013 [1]. The �rst service to successfully compete with illegal
�le sharing was maybe the iTunes Store, originally launched as the iTunes Music
Store in 2003. By selling downloadable music �les online, the iTunes Store be-
came the number one music retailer in the US in 2008 [2]. The same year Spotify
was launched. By o�ering streamed music on demand, with a better experience
and superior convenience, Spotify believed they could take the �ght with online
piracy [3]. The success of Spotify did not only change the way many of us listen
to music, but opened up for a whole new way of consuming culture. Soon a large
number of legal services for streamed TV and video also appeared. One of them
was Net�ix. Today on demand streaming services are the fastest growing way for
people to consume media. In 2014 the total number of music streams increased
by 54% in the US compared to the year before [4]. At the same time both digital
and physical sales of songs and albums dropped. The easy access to streamed
music and video provide pleasure to millions of people. But what if there are
those who cannot take part of this media evolution? What if there are people
who are excluded from these services because of their disabilities?
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Poorly designed websites can be impossible to use for people with disabil-
ities. Web accessibility is about making the web easy to perceive, understand
and interact with, regardless of disabilities. With modern technology there is
really no need for inaccessible websites. The UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities [5] even identi�es access to information- and communi-
cation technologies, including the web, as a basic human right. Many countries
have laws that regulate how accessibility should be handled. The USA has for
a long time been a leading country, with web accessibility included as part of
the Rehabilitation Act since 1998 [6]. In July 2014 Norway took a great step
by establishing a law that requires new commercial websites to follow 35 of the
accessibility guidelines published in WCAG 2.0 [7], thereby making them one of
the leading countries in Europe [8].

The objective of this study is to evaluate the accessibility of two of the
most popular subscription based streaming services in 2015, Net�ix and Spotify.
These services were chosen because they have in many ways lead the evolution for
streamed video and music. The evaluation takes the perspective of four di�erent
audiences: visually impaired, hearing impaired, physically disabled and people
with dyslexia. The study focuses on each group's special needs and requirements
to investigate whether Net�ix and Spotify can be used satisfyingly by people
with these disabilities.

2 Related Work

In 2007 Furendal [9] investigated the accessibility of two of the then most popular
services for downloading media �les, the Pirate Bay and the iTunes Store. His
�ndings were that the Pirate Bay was accessible to a high degree while the
iTunes store was not. Today the media landscape on the Internet has changed.
New technologies are developed and instead of downloading �les, more and more
people are consuming media by streaming content directly on the web. Therefore
it is interesting to see whether new on demand streaming services are using the
possibilities with the new technology to make their content available to everyone.

3 Net�ix

Net�ix is the world's leading on demand streaming service for watching movies
and TV shows. Every day more than 62 million subscribers in 50 countries are
watching over 100 million hours of video [10]. Net�ix also produces their own
shows, so called originals. These includes award winning series such as House of
Cards and Orange Is The New Black. The Net�ix web user interface is shown in
Figure 1.

4 Spotify

Spotify is one of the leading music streaming services in the world, with over 60
million active subscribers in 58 markets. More than 30 million songs are avail-
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Fig. 1. Net�ix

able and over 20,000 are added daily [11]. Spotify o�ers two di�erent subscription
types: Spotify Free and Spotify Premium. The Premium account removes ad-
vertisements and makes it possible to download music for o�ine use. Figure 2
shows the user interface of the Spotify desktop application.

5 Theory

Accessibility means making websites or applications available to everyone, no
matter how they are accessed or what di�culties the user might have. Some users
might use a screen reader while some cannot use a mouse, others might override
the styling to make a website more readable to them. Cunningham [12] identi�es
four groups of people who have di�culties using today's complex websites:

� Visual impairment
� Hearing impairment
� Physical disabilities
� Cognitive disorders

The purpose of this section is to describe the special needs for each of these
groups, and what is required to make applications and websites accessible to
them.

5.1 Visual Impairment

Cunningham divides visual impairment in three groups: complete blindness, low
vision and color blindness. This article focusses on people with complete blind-
ness.
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Fig. 2. The Spotify desktop application

Blindness In web accessibility, complete blindness is commonly de�ned as
someone who is using a screen reader to access a website, as opposed to the
medically blind who have completely lost all sight [12]. Screen readers are appli-
cations that read text aloud on a screen. There are many screen readers available
on the market today, two of the most popular ones are JAWS for Windows and
VoiceOver for Mac. When designing for the completely blind, it is important to
know what a screen reader can and cannot do.

A screen reader will read the unstyled content of a page from top to bottom.
With CSS, a technique for styling the look of a web page, it is easy to visually
position elements on a page exactly as wanted. However, to work well with screen
readers it is important that the content is well structured and has a natural
�ow [12]. Using headers wisely is an important part of keeping the natural �ow
of the page. Headers should be used to divide the content in sections and should
descend logically. Headers are used by screen readers to let the user scan the
page. For example, all the level one headers can be read aloud to let the users
decide which sections interest them the most. In many websites it is common to
use headers for styling and not for section headers. This should be avoided by
all means as this will break the natural �ow and confuse a user who is using a
screen reader.

Screen readers cannot read text in images. They can, however, read the alt
tag associated with an image. This is why alt tags are so important in web
accessibility. The alt tag should be used to describe non text content, for example
an image, to a user who is blind [7]. There is also some other content that may
be invisible to a screen reader, for example, text that is hidden in CSS using
display none or visibility hidden.
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Another common issue for screen readers is information that updates auto-
matically, such as a live sports feed. These updates might be of high importance
to the user. WAI-ARIA is a protocol that can be used to notify screen readers
when there is a change in the content of a web page and how urgent the change
is [13, 12].

People using a screen reader often have problems with the following [12]:

� Poorly structured HTML. Make sure that the HTML has a natural �ow,
that all HTML is valid XHTML and W3C-compliant [14].

� Images with no alt text. Make sure that images have an alt text that describes
the image in a meaningful way.

� Inaccessible �ash applications.
� Features that require vision. Always provide a fallback in these cases.
� Repetitive items that cannot be skipped. For example navigation links are
boring to listen to and will be read every time a new page is loaded on a
website.

� Poorly structured forms. Make sure all form �elds have a label and a title.
Display errors in a descriptive way.

� Information that updates dynamically. Ensure the screen reader is noti�ed
when this happens.

Audio Description for Visually Impaired Audio description, or sometimes
called video description, makes TV programs and movies accessible to people
who are blind [15]. Audio description is, just as it sounds, a voice describing
vital visual keys and actions in the video, such as facial expressions or when
one character punches another in the face. The descriptions are inserted when
there is a natural pause in existing soundtrack to not interfere with the dialog
of the video. Audio description is as important to a user who is blind as closed
captioning is for someone who is deaf [16].

5.2 Hearing Impairment

As bandwidth is increasing and browsers are becoming more advanced, using
sound on websites has become more common. Including video or audio cues for
things such as noti�cation is usual. Audio accessibility is about making sure that
no crucial information is hidden because a user is unable to hear sound.

If sound is used in video, it is important to provide captions for all sound.
This includes not only spoken sound, but also audio cues that are vital to the
experience, such as a shift in music in a horror movie or a door that closes
o� screen. It is also important how subtitles are implemented in a video. The
contrast of the text to the background video is important to make it readable.
Often a band of color can be placed behind the text to ensure su�cient contrast.
Additionally, the subtitles should not cover vital actions. A text is useless if what
it is describing is not visible to the user [12, 17].

Hearing impaired may have problems with the following:

� No or poor captioning.
� Absence of visual alerts.
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5.3 Physical Disabilities

Physical disabilities di�er from visual and hearing impairment in that no infor-
mation is hidden to the user. Instead physical accessibility means making appli-
cations available for anyone who cannot use traditional input methods. This can,
for example, be a person who is paralyzed or someone with limited �ne motor
control and therefore cannot use a mouse.

People with physical disabilities may use completely di�erent devices depend-
ing on their handicap. This might include eye-tracking devices, speech input or
one handed keyboards.

People with physical disabilities often have trouble with the following [17,
12]:

� Applications that require a mouse or a keyboard.
� Interfaces that need high level of precision.
� Elements that trigger easily but are di�cult to close.
� Forms that are not tab friendly. Make sure all form �elds are accessible by
clicking the tab key, and that they are accessed in a logical order.

5.4 Cognitive Disabilities

Cognitive disabilities include disorders of any part of the nervous system and
the brain that makes it hard to process information [17]. This can impact how
well people hear, speak, see or move. A few examples of cognitive disorders are
dyslexia, ADD and ADHD. This article focusses on people with dyslexia.

Dyslexia Dyslexia is a learning disability that makes it hard to read, write
and understand written text. The e�ects of dyslexia can also a�ect other areas,
beyond reading. A lot of people �nd it hard to organize information or maintain
focus [12].

Many people with dyslexia prefer to use a custom style sheet to override
the default fonts of a webpage to make the text more readable. However, a web
designer must not take for granted that users will always be able to do so. For
example, users might have to use a public computer where they do not have
access to their custom style sheet. It is therefore important for a designer to
know how to make content accessible to users with dyslexia. Sans serif fonts
have been shown to be the easiest to read on a screen. This is especially true
for those with dyslexia [12]. Furthermore, sentences should be kept short, about
10-15 words is a good rule of thumb. Short paragraphs are also easier to focus on
than longer ones. Justi�ed text should be avoided as readers with dyslexia often
are distracted by the increased whitespace. Lines should be kept short as well,
60 to 70 characters is a good practice [18]. It is important to keep good contrast
between colors, but users with dyslexia can actually have a problem with too
high contrast. An o�-black foreground to an o�-white background is generally
considered the best choice [12].
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Meaningful images and illustrations can help to highlight the meaning of the
text around them [17]. Images can also help to scan a page for information, since
people with dyslexia have problems scanning pure text for meaningful keywords.
Moreover, animations are usually very distractive. While a normal user might
be able to block out an annoying animation, a user with dyslexia might not [12].

Additionally, how navigation is implemented is of high importance. Naviga-
tion not only helps to keep track of where the user is within the structure, but
also to understand the context of a system. Global navigation is one of the most
important elements. It should always show the top-level categories as simple
as possible and should not change as the user navigates through the structure.
Search �elds can be problematic for dyslexic users as they may have problems
writing a relevant search phrase. Providing spelling suggestions might help in
these cases [17].

People with dyslexia might have trouble with the following:

� Complex navigation.
� Complex sentences and words.
� Low or too high contrasting colors.
� Long pieces of text without images, illustrations or graphs to highlight the
content.

� Moving, blinking, or �ickering content.
� Graphic designs that cannot be adapted using web browser controls or cus-
tom style sheet.

� Search �elds that do not provide spelling suggestions.

6 Method

Spotify and Net�ix were evaluated from the perspective of four users with di�er-
ent disabilities: blindness, hearing impairment, physical disability and dyslexia.
The evaluation was performed as a walkthrough [19] conducted by the author,
where a set of tasks were performed to mimic how a real user would experience
the services. For this, a computer was set up with the same assistive tools as
a user with disabilities would use. During the walkthrough, accessibility issues
were encountered and noted. Special attention was also paid to the accessibility
concerns found in the theory section of this paper. All tests were executed in
April 2015. The evaluation was performed on a 15-inch MacBook Pro with op-
erating system OS X 10.10.1. The Spotify desktop application version 1.0.3.101
and the Net�ix web interface was used in the evaluation. For each system the
following three tasks were executed:

1. Register for a user account.
2. Login to the service.
3. Find a speci�c tune or video and start to play.

Each service was then evaluated from two perspectives:
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Functionality Is it possible for a user with the speci�c disabilities and condi-
tions targeted in this evaluation to access and use the functionality provided
by the service?

Content Is the content of the service adapted to the user's speci�c needs?

6.1 Assistive Tools

To mimic the user behavior in a realistic way, the computer was set up with
the same assistive tools as a real user with disabilities would use. This section
describes how the computer was set up for each test.

Blindness To evaluate the systems as a user who is blind, the computer was set
up with a screen reader that interprets the content on the screen and generates
speech output. For this test VoiceOver 7.0 was used together with web browser
Safari 8.0. Since a mouse is unusable to a blind person the computer was also
set up to use full keyboard navigation.

Hearing Impairment When testing for a person with hearing impairment the
sound was turned of, as the application needs to be working even if the user
cannot perceive any sound. How a user who cannot hear experiences music is
not covered within this article. This test only evaluates how the content can be
accessed.

Physical Disability For users with physical disabilities it is important that the
system works without using a mouse. If all functionality is instead provided via
keyboard, assistive technologies that mimic the keyboard can be used instead,
such as speech input [14]. Therefore no mouse was used during this test and the
computer was set up with full keyboard navigation.

Dyslexia No assistive tools were used in this test.

7 Result

In this section the results from the evaluation is presented for each targeted user.

7.1 Blindness

Spotify To download the application the user needs to visit Spotify's web-
site [11]. Finding the download link is easy using the screen reader as the link
is placed in the top menu. When visiting the link the user �rst needs to sign up
for an account to get access to the application. The registration form is written
using XHTML. Even though some of the form �elds are missing their label ele-
ment, VoiceOver can handle the form well, and there is no problem completing
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the registration. After the registration the download starts automatically and
the application is installed on the computer. Registering a user account and
installing the application was not a problem, even for a user who is blind. How-
ever, when starting the application there is no support for screen readers at all.
No text or labels can be accessed by the screen reader which means that the
application is impossible to use.

Net�ix The Net�ix user interface is web based and available at net�ix.com [10].
To get access to the service a user account is required. To register, the user �rst
has to select one of three di�erent subscription levels. However, to know what is
included for each level is not easy when using a screen reader. Visually the data is
presented as a table, but technically the data is not built using the HTML table
element and does not follow a natural �ow [12]. This makes the information
inaccessible to screen readers. After selecting a subscription level the user is
requested to �ll in a short registration form. This works, even though one �eld
is missing its label. The last step is to select a payment method. This cannot be
done as the buttons to select payment method are not clickable using the screen
reader. As depicted, the registration process lacks full support for screen readers
and a person who is blind would de�nitely need some help signing up.

Once the registration is completed the user can login to the service. In con-
trast to the Spotify desktop application, Net�ix is completely web based. The
web application lacks some important accessibility features such as meaningful
link texts and alt attribute for all images [7]. Also, the search works by dynam-
ically loading the result and update the page as the user enters text, but the
screen reader does not get noti�ed when there is a new result so the user will
not be aware of this. Despite these �aws it is still possible to navigate the user
interface and to use the search functionality. Although the search result needs
to be checked manually for changes every time the search text is changed, which
quickly gets tiresome.

When the desired video is found, and the link to the video player is clicked,
the video automatically starts to play. However, the player's controls cannot be
accessed by VoiceOver so there is no way to control the playback or settings
of the video using the screen reader. Furthermore, Net�ix does not o�er audio
descriptions to their videos.

7.2 Hearing Impairment

Spotify Creating a user account and download the application is not a problem.
Using the application also works very well. Alerts and user noti�cations has
clear visual cues and are not depending on sound. Many people with hearing
impairment have problems perceiving the lyrics of a song when listening to music.
Spotify has added the lyrics in text to over 9 million songs in their system [20].
The lyrics are scrolled along with the music making it possible to follow the
words even if the user cannot hear them.
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Net�ix The Net�ix user interface works well for the hearing impaired as sound
is not used. Navigation and �nding content works just as normal. Net�ix also
provides the option to show closed captioning for hearing impaired in many
videos. However, Net�ix's closed captions have been criticized for keeping low
quality, with lots of nonsense characters and transcription errors [21]. Also, for
most videos, closed captioning is only available in English.

7.3 Physical Disability

Spotify There are no problems to register and download the application only
by using keyboard. Navigating the website by tabbing links and forms works
smoothly. All elements have a visual focus state so that it is easy to see what
element has focus.

For controlling the application Spotify has a number of keyboard short-
cuts [22]. The shortcuts make it possible to search for artists and songs, control
the music player and even to create playlists. However, when trying to use the
application with keyboard only, it becomes obvious that these shortcuts are only
complementary timesavers for regular users. They are not designed to work stan-
dalone. For example, it is possible to search for a tune and select that tune in the
search results list. This opens the album of the song in the application's main
content area. Yet it is still not possible to play the track without �rst clicking
it with the mouse. Controlling the application by keyboard only is simply not
possible.

Net�ix At �rst everything seems to be working �ne. There is no problem tab-
bing to the registration form. The initial form is also working �ne but when
it is time to select payment method problems occur. The buttons for selecting
payment method are not created with elements that have support for keyboard
interaction. This means the buttons does not get focus and cannot be triggered
by the keyboard alone. This is where the registration fails.

When �nally logged in, Net�ix has removed the visible focus state for all links
in the style sheet. This makes it impossible to know what element currently has
focus and thereby also to use the application. Further, Net�ix uses a dropdown
menu for browsing the di�erent parts of the service. The dropdown menu opens
when hovering a link in the top menu. This menu is, however, not possible to
trigger by using keyboard only.

7.4 Dyslexia

Spotify The Spotify website is not very complex, with short texts and lots of
images. The main navigation is simple with four options. A drawback is that
the text in the menu is written in all uppercase letters. This makes the text
harder to read. The font size is relatively large and the font used is Circular,
which is a sans serif font good for readability on a screen. The user interface uses
high contrast between foreground and background colors, with white background
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and a slightly o�-black foreground. An o� white background would improve
readability for dyslexic users. The main issue for a person with dyslexia would
be getting through the Spotify Terms and Conditions of Use and the Privacy
policy. These are long, text only pages, with much to wide column width making
them hard to read even for a non dyslexic user. Spotify has provided some help
by adding a clickable index to the top of the page that takes the users to the
speci�c sections they are interested in.

The Spotify desktop application uses a light foreground and dark background
color. While color preferences vary, most users will bene�t from a dark foreground
against a light background [18]. There is also no way for the user to change the
color settings in the Spotify application like there is on a website, where the
style sheet can be overridden. A nice thing about Spotify is that every item in
the main menu has a unique icon. This is very helpful for users with reading
di�culties as they can identify the images instead of the text. Also, the search
results are presented with an album cover image which helps the user to focus on
interesting results without reading text in the result set. Even though the search
functionality does have some minor allowance for spelling mistakes, it does not
give spelling suggestions, which can be troublesome for a user with dyslexia.

Net�ix Net�ix uses an o�-black foreground color against an o�-white back-
ground, ideal for readability on screen. Arial is used as the primary font, a sans
serif font also good for readability. Just like Spotify, Net�ix uses a long text only
page to show their user conditions, which is hard to process for a person who
has trouble reading. Navigation on the website is simple with a sticky top menu,
containing the main sections and a search box. The search does not give spelling
suggestions if the user misspells a title, which is a huge drawback. The user
interface is based on showing cover images for all videos, both when searching
and when simply browsing the di�erent categories. This is great as the user can
seek out the images and quickly focus on relevant items. Also, video descriptions
are short, often not more than one or two sentences. The sentences tend to be a
bit long though, often 20 to 30 words instead of the ideal 10 to 15. Net�ix has
a feature where members are giving their reviews on videos. As these texts are
user generated, the language cannot be guarantied and therefore these sections
can be hard to read for a user with dyslexia.

8 Discussion

This paper has evaluated the accessibility of Spotify and Net�ix from the per-
spective of four users with di�erent disabilities. The study has focused on both
the functionality and content of the two services. The results are shown in Table 1
and Table 2.

Accessible Can be used satisfyingly.
Low accessibility Can be used with considerable e�ort.
Not accessible Cannot be used.
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Table 1. The accessibility of the Spotify desktop application for users with di�erent
disabilities.

Spotify

Functionality Content

Blindness Not accessible Accessible

Hearing impairment Accessible Accessible

Physical disability Not accessible Accessible

Dyslexia Accessible Accessible

Table 2. The accessibility of Net�ix for users with di�erent disabilities.

Net�ix

Functionality Content

Blindness Not accessible Low accessibility

Hearing impairment Accessible Low accessibility

Physical disability Not accessible Accessible

Dyslexia Accessible Accessible

To be usable for a person with disabilities both functionality and content need
to be accessible. As shown i the tables, only one of the four targeted groups, the
user with dyslexia, can fully use Spotify and Net�ix. For the blind person using
a screen reader and the physically disabled person who cannot use a pointing
device, both services were completely inaccessible. It is obvious that the appli-
cations were not designed with these persons in mind.

So why is the evolution towards a more accessible web not going faster? By
following existing standards from, among others, the Web Accessibility Initia-
tive [17], it is not very hard to design a service to be usable by all people. A
guess by the author is that impaired users are considered a too small group for
companies to invest the necessary time, money and e�ort. Resources are rather
spent on developing new features for the large crowd than on making the services
accessible to everyone.

Happily, there are good examples as well. Swedish national public TV broad-
caster, SVT, and their streaming service, SVT Play, is from June 2013 acces-
sibility certi�ed. This means SVT Play follows the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines [7] from WAI and that accessibility experts have analyzed and ap-
proved the service [23].

The blind and deaf communities have for a long time tried to push both Net-
�ix and Spotify to make their services more accessible [16, 21, 24]. A person who
is dedicated to this task is Robert Kingett, a blind journalist who started the
Accessible Net�ix Project [25]. The project aims to make Net�ix accessible for
everyone by providing a screen reader friendly experience and audio described
content. The pressure from the community has also given results. Shortly after
this evaluation was performed, Net�ix added their �rst video with audio de-
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scription for visually impaired, Marvel's Daredevil [26, 27]. They also promise
that more titles will follow. This shows that raising awareness on this issue is
important to create a more accessible Internet.

8.1 Limitations

Even though the author had some training with the assistive tools used before
the evaluation was carried out, the author does not have the same skills and
knowledge as a disabled person using the tools in their everyday life. For future
work it would be interesting to evaluate the systems by observing users who
actually are disabled. Only the Spotify desktop application and the Net�ix web
interface were tested in this evaluation. Both Spotify and Net�ix also have ap-
plications for other devices, and Spotify recently released their web interface as
well. Whether these alternatives are accessible has not been investigated.
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Usability testing with expert users can
undermine innovation

Developing a framework for testing high functionality
interfaces
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Abstract. As suggested by Greenberg and Buxton [1], previous expe-
rience and tacit knowledge can skew the result of usability tests. The
low performance and negative reactions that expert users express during
usability tests can thereby hinder the development of new, innovative
interfaces [2].

When redesigning a high functionality interface, the author of this pa-
per (one of two user experience designers of the development team) has
observed that expert users tend to give overly negative feedback on new
interfaces, especially if workflow is changed, compared to novice users.
This paper suggests a framework that takes tacit knowledge in account
when performing usability tests with high functionality interfaces on ex-
pert users.

The framework is used in a case study performing usability tests of a
new customer ticket interface, as a part of a customer service tool built
by an in-house development team. The tool is used on a daily basis by
more than 800 customer service agents [3] and is a central part of their
work.

The results show that involving users and managers increases willing-
ness to adapt to change in general. Performing a short training before
the usability test, describing changes in workflow and why they are done,
creates a positive and constructive dialogue with the users on how to fur-
ther improve the design. Lastly, coded prototypes work well with expert
users since it helps them explore and thereby learn the new interface on
their own.

Keywords. Usability testing, expert users, high functionality interfaces
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1 Introduction

While developing the interface for Alo,1 a high functionality tool for the customer
service organisation at Com Hem AB, several usability tests were performed by
the author (19 tests during a 3 year period). The results of the usability tests
have shown that the customer service agents who has extensive experience with
the legacy systems (that are being replaced) perform less well in usability tests,
than agents with little or no experience of the legacy systems. By contrast, the
novice users, those who have spent little or no time with the legacy systems,
express positive feedback and perform well (i.e. few number of errors, short time
to complete tasks) in the same usability tests.

Expert users also tend to give negative feedback when new concepts and work-
flows are introduced, even though they themselves conclude that complexity in
the interface and workflow is reduced. Some expert users express that while they
may not like the current way of working or interface of the legacy system, they
have become very efficient in using it and are not bothered with inconsequent
behavior of the system since they have found workarounds. Part of this can
be attributed to something called Functional Fixedness [4]. Functional Fixed-
ness means that it is hard to solve problems in novel or different ways once
you have learned one way to solve it [5, p. 792], thereby increasing the learning
curve. Greenberg and Buxton [1] argue that the redesign may break the experts’
patterns and will make their performance decline initially, thereby losing an ad-
vantage over less experienced colleagues. This could explain the difference in
acceptance of new interface solutions and workflow, between expert and novice
users. However, this does not suggest how to weed out aversion of change from
legitimate usability issues when performing usability tests.

The solution to the latter problem, specifically for internal IT systems, may not
only be a testing methodology issue, rather an issue of how easy it is to explore
and learn the new interface. This in turn depends on the learning culture within
the company, as suggested by Coultas et al. [6]. The solution to the problem
seems to be a combination of practical testing techniques and evolving the culture
of the organisation (or at least insights in how it operates), as suggested in this
paper.

1.1 Objective

The first objective of this paper is to build a theoretical framework on how to
plan, execute and evaluate usability tests for high functionality interfaces. Said
framework is formed based on a literature review of the topic. In all stages,
the framework should take users previous experience with legacy systems and
domain knowledge in account.

1 Alo is Latin and means: nourish, cherish, support
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The second objective is to test the validity of said framework and suggest further
improvement by performing a case study.

2 Theory

This section is an overview of the underlying theory found during the literature
review.

2.1 The myth of the intuitive interface

”When someone is asking for an intuitive interface, what they are
really asking for is an interface that they, themselves, can intuit easily.
They are really saying, ’I want something I find intuitive.’ ”[7, p. 1]

A quite common request in interface design, by both stakeholders and users, is to
make it intuitive. But hardly any type of interface, be it a website, a smartphone
app or an ATM, can be described as intuitive if experienced for the first time. The
above quote, and the following explanation from the Oxford online dictionary,
indicates that the knowledge of what makes something intuitive may be hidden
to the person experiencing it:

“Intuition: Using or based on what one feels to be true even with-
out conscious reasoning; instinctive: ‘his intuitive understanding of the
readers’ real needs’ [8]”

Knowledge can, in turn, be defined as either explicit, i.e. facts and rules that
we are aware of, and implicit i.e. things that we ”know” but at the same time
can not explain how we know them [9]. Rebernik and Širec calls the latter ’tacit
knowledge’, explaining that ”people experience tacit knowledge mostly as intu-
ition, rather than as a body of facts or instruction sets he or she is conscious of
having and can explain to others.” [2, p. 408]

Tacit knowledge makes usability testing hard to conduct in two ways [10]:

A. The new interface you are testing may be compared to an old interface
that the user, over time, has learned to handle effortlessly with great speed,
thereby being an ’unfair’ comparison.

B. Since neither administrator nor test subject are aware of the test subject’s
tacit knowledge, the findings from the usability test could be either valid
design flaws or a more general aversion of change that is common among
users, and caused by unfamiliarity, or un-intuitiveness.
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2.2 Learning and unlearning interfaces

How fast users adopt a new interface depends on how fast they learn it [11].
Rosman et al. [12] suggest that easing in a new interface little by little, and
not changing it completely, can smooth out the learning curve. By changing
only parts of the interface, users manage change more easily. This also fits the
popular lightweight/iterative developing methodologies, like Agile, since they
advocates gradual development [13].

Grossman [11] has created a set of metrics that can be used to evaluate the
learnability of an interface. In the case of a usability test, this could be seen
as a baseline for further usability testing after some time of usage. However, in
incremental development, this could prove difficult since the initial usability test
may not look at all like the implemented version, thereby reducing the validity
of the comparison.

One way of making the interface more learnable is to make the interface ex-
plorable, as Rosenzweig et al. suggests: ”One of the most startling findings was
the extent to which users preferred exploring on their own to using provided
means of help, whether they were documentation, tutorials, or videos” [14, p. 3].
The prototype used for the usability tests could be built to contain more func-
tionality, navigation et cetera, thereby making it possible for the user to explore.
The main drawback would obviously be that it would take more time to build
the prototype. It also suggests that coded prototypes are preferred over partially
interactive wireframes/mockups, since the interactivity in the latter usually is
restricted to one best case scenario.

In addition to making the interface easier to learn, Rebernik and Širec [2] suggest
methods to unlearn old knowledge of the interface. This is easier said than done
since experiential knowledge, typical for expert users, is the most difficult type
of knowledge to unlearn [2]. Experiential knowledge has been reinforced over
time and the expert user has also built an emotional attachment to it. Rebernik
and Širec states that one of the first steps to overcome this is to make the tacit
knowledge explicit. This could be achieved by letting expert users explain their
way of working, step by step, to another person, and identifying unnecessary
steps themselves.

Another way of aiding learning could be to partially reveal new functionality
little by little, giving the interface ”training wheels”, as Carroll [15] puts it. An
example could be to just have the most commonly used menu items visible at
first. This is also supported by Cockburn’s [16, p. 12] findings that first time
usage of an interface is ”heavily reliant on visual search, and the time for visual
search is a linear function of the number of candidate items that must be consid-
ered.” This could be aided even further with gamification methods [17], making
the important initial learning more fun and engaging for the users [16].
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2.3 Learning culture

Even though learnability could be adressed directly in the interface, for example
by incremental roll out of new features and continuous usability testing to mea-
sure the learning curve, the largest obstacle may be to nourish a learning culture
within the organisation. Rebernik and Širec [2] opines that the understanding of
why learning is crucial for a company to stay in business, and explaining that
”...the next imperative for companies to achieve sustainability of its competitive
advantage is to create superior knowledge management capabilities, and thereby
foster ongoing innovation.” [2, p. 407]

An effective way to spread knowledge could be to identify so called ”lead users” [18,
p. 516], i.e. users that are very efficient and make few errors. Both the develop-
ment team and other agents could gain from observing and being aided by a lead
user. Mohammad and Al Saiyd [19] describes this as a good way to encourage
learning within an organisation.

One obstacle in creating a learning culture that may not be very visible is the
so called “not invented here” (NIH) problem [20]. Katz and Allen describe the
phenomenon that stable groups (i.e. people that know each other very well) have
a tendency to reject new knowledge from outsiders, for example colleagues from
another department or consultants. Their suggestion is to involve users as well as
managers early in the development, to show that their feedback is both valuable
and crucial for building a usable interface.

2.4 Usability Test Methods

Measuring qualitative usability tests can be hard since the data gathered is by
its nature hard to measure and compare. Qualitative usability tests takes time to
perform and are most often done with about five persons at a time since testing
with more than five does not give much more information [21].

There are, however, data to measure. Haug and Stigsnæs [22] suggest that mea-
suring speed and efficiency (i.e. few clicks) is a good measurement of the interface,
and Findlater and McGrenere [23] suggest measuring awareness of features as a
complement to evaluating an interface by users performance.

In usability testing, this could be achieved by asking the test subject questions
during the debriefing, about what functionality they perceived. This metric could
be gathered with the aid of eye tracking to identify what parts of the interface
that the test subject looked at, to avoiding social desirability bias [24].

2.5 Designing for Both Novice and Expert Users

Even though high functionality interfaces in applications like Adobe Photoshop
have hundreds of functions, both novice and expert users use very few of them. Li
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et al.[25, p. 6] suggests using algorithms to present functionality in the graphical
user interface (GUI) at a time when it is relevant to the user. Li et al. further
notes that ”...people tend to stay with their established methods”, something
even experts do. Cockburn et al. [16] argue against this approach stating that:
”...the very characteristics that make GUIs effective for novices also cause them
to fail in their goal of supporting experts, and GUIs often trap users into a
’beginner mode’ of operation.” Lieberman [26] on the other hand argue that
artificial intelligence (AI) could solve many of those problems by adapting and
being aware of context of usage, thereby sensing if the user is a novice or ex-
pert.

2.6 Related work

It is the authors view that related research falls mostly into one of three cate-
gories:

– How users adopt to change, acquire new knowledge and how companies cre-
ate a learning culture[6].

– How to reduce complexity in high functionality interfaces, as described by
Lieberman et al. [27] and Fischer [28].

– Usability testing on experts is hard because their usage scenarios are usually
more complex and harder to mimic in usability tests, and expert users tend
to use old solutions to new problems and interfaces[29].

None of the articles found in the literature review discuss all three subjects in a
combined way, suggesting that the area is relatively unexplored.

3 Proposed Framework

This is the proposed framework for usability testing high functionality interfaces
with experienced users. The framework is also the result of the performed case
study.

Involvement Involving users as well as managers early in the development
would help to resolve the “not invented here” (NIH) problem, thereby re-
ducing general change aversion.

Educating before testing Performing short introductions of new concepts/data
models/soft business rules, before usability testing may not result in greatly
improved performance, however it helps the users understanding and increase
openness, that in the lung run build a learning culture.

Give a glimpse of mastery Showing users how fast something can be accom-
plished with the new interface and showing a shortcut towards mastering
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the interface could trigger good competitive spirit. This could be achieved
by recording user behavior via analytics tools and presenting the optimal
flow” to the all the users.

Build a sharing culture By using the above mentioned analytics of real usage
could help identify lead users and make use of their talent during education
of new coworkers.

Use coded prototypes with expert users Too many visible elements in the
interface makes usage slow and error prone and too little to explore makes
it harder to build a good mental model of how the new interface works. In
combination, these would suggest building coded prototypes with few but
well functioning functionality for usability tests with expert users.

Both novice and expert users Perform usability tests with inexperienced as
well as experienced users to evaluate the feedback from the re-designed in-
terface.

4 Method

For a detailed description of introduction, training, tasks and debriefing ques-
tions used for the usability test, see the section at the end.

4.1 Planning the usability tests

As Nielsen [29] suggets, one of the most important things for usability tests with
experienced users is to find realistic tasks to evaluate. This was accomplished by
one of the product owners asking a few agents about common complex questions,
that customers have.

The usability test was conducted in a way that would slightly reduce the bias
known as the Observer effect: “We know that participants want to please us, as
we can see from the overly positive responses they give on post-task and post-
test questionnaires” [30, p. 451], by only having two people present during the
test. Parts of the development team (3-4 persons) observed the tests via screen
sharing at another location.

Albert et al.[31, p. 139] recommends carefully defining a profile for the partici-
pants of the usability test to make sure that they are representative.

For the case study, ten agents with the following profile were recruited:

– The agent had been employed at Com Hem’s customer service for at least 3
years.

– The agent had worked with the legacy system and had used said system to
create customer tickets.
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– The agent had not participated in usability tests before.

– The agent was currently working with both service tickets e.g. questions
about billing, and support tickets e.g. technical problems like slow broadband
connection.

An expert review of the new interface was performed by one of the product
owners (with previous experience working as a customer service agent) to ensure
that the best case scenario, that served as a benchmark for optimal usage for
each task, was good enough [32, 33].

4.2 Hypothesis for the usability tests

The hypothesis expressed when planning the test were:

Trained participants will add multiple issues 4 out of 5 participants who
underwent the training session will add more than one issue per ticket.

Few untrained will add multiple issues 1 out of 5 participants who did not
receive the training will add more than one issue per ticket.

Training will result in less deviations Participants who underwent the train-
ing session will have 50 % less deviations from the best case scenarios than
participants who did not receive the training. Deviations are defined as ac-
tions that are not a part of the best case scenario (our baseline).

Trained participants will like the interface 3 out of 5 participants who un-
derwent the training session will express that they like the new interface
slash workflow better than the current one. 1 out of those 3 participants will
express it spontaneously.

Untrained participants will not like the interface 1 out of 5 participants
that did not receive the training will express that they like the new interface
slash workflow better than the current one. That participant will not express
it spontaneously.

The interface is easy to learn Participants that add multiple issues per ticket
for the first task will be 15 % faster on the second task.

4.3 Performing the usability test

The test was performed on the 20th of April 2015 at the main office of the
customer service department of Com Hem AB, in Härnösand, Sweden.

Introduction to all Participants All participants (ten agents) were given an
introduction that contained:
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– An introduction of the two persons performing the tests.

– An explanation of why the test was performed (i.e. a new way of creating
customer tickets) and what the development team hoped to learn from the
test.

– An explanation of how the test would be performed and that the sessions
would be recorded to help the development team find problems with the
interface.

See the section at the end of the paper for the exact script.

Training Before Testing 50 % of the participants (five agents) also received
a short training (about five minutes long) which included:

– A description of the chosen vocabulary for the new interface since it differed
from the old interface.

– The basic structure of the new customer tickets and that they could contain
multiple issues and each issue contain multiple measures/solutions.

– Explaining our goal of reduce the number of manual notes that the agents
have to write.

See the section at the end of the paper for the exact script.

Test tasks Each participant performed two tasks in the form of role played calls
with the test moderator. Role playing would make the usability test as close as
possible to a telephone call with a real customer. The two tasks were:

1. Create a ticket for a customer with two technical issues and one service issue.

2. Create a ticket for a customer with one technical issue and two service issues.

After completing the two tasks, each participant was given a couple of questions
about the new interface and new workflow for creating customer tickets.

5 Result

These are the results compared to the hypothesis:

False: Trained participants will add multiple issues Only 3 out of 5 par-
ticipants who underwent the training session added more than one issue per
ticket, not 4 out of 5, as hypothesized.

False: Few untrained will add multiple issues 2 out of 5 participants who
did not receive the training added more than one issue per ticket, not 1 out
of 5, as hypothesized.
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Inconclusive: Training will result in less deviations Inconclusive results since
most participants deviated in both tasks.

False/True: Trained participants will like the interface 4 out of 5 par-
ticipants who underwent the training session expressed that they like the
new interface slash workflow better than the current one. More than the
3 out of 5 hypothesized. 1 person express their liking of the new interface
spontaneously, as hypothesized.

False/True: Untrained participants will not like the interface 5 out of
5 participants that did not receive the training liked the new interface slash
workflow better than the current one, not 1 out of 5 as hypothesized. None
of the participant expressed it spontaneously, as hypothesized.

Inconclusive: The interface is easy to learn Since so many deviated from
most tasks, the reduced time was not measurable.

6 Discussion

9 out of 10 participants liked the new interface more than the current one,
regardless of performance in the tasks, which was much more than hypothesized.
In total, 5 out of 10 participants added multiple symptoms spontaneously. 3
out of those 5 participants who added multiple symptoms did not receive any
training. The conclusion is that the training was not good enough to make a
significant improvement, though it did reduce the number of questions after the
session ended.

Rebernik and Širec [2] suggest that it is important to identify types of tacit
knowledge that hinders innovation and to unlearn it. To achieve this, partici-
pants were given a wile to reflect on the current workflow and the new workflow
during a short training session that 50 % of the participants (five agents) under-
took.

The most interesting finding from the test was that the coded prototype was ab-
solutely necessary since all participants completed their tasks, even though they
deviated from the described best case scenario and chose other issue categories.
The fact that 9 out of 10 participants liked this new interface and totally novel
workflow may also be attributed to the coded prototypes since that made the
interface explorable.

The hardest part is still the matter of knowing what is rejected by user because
it is a bad design or because it is a new and unknown concept, since most expert
users just do not care. Agents, or any employee using computers on a daily basis
for that matter, are taught to become problem solvers and would learn how
to complete work tasks with almost any tool handed to him or her. The key
is to make the users care enough to give suggestions when something is wrong
or just seems wrong because of a misunderstanding and make the users keep
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an open mind and be inquisitive. This all leads to company culture, which is
hard to change and almost certainly out of scope for usability work done when
developing an application. However, since the systems and tools used by an
organisation form how the organisation works, building a great interface might
just have that positive ripple effect in the long run.

The blog post ”Designing for expert users” by Ingrid Haug [22] is, is the closest
thing to describing the problem stated in this paper. Haug says in an e-mail that
the blog post is a summary of collected insights from real world project, rather
than theories from the literature. Haug added: ”I don’t include new users of the
software as well as experienced users of the software in the same test. These two
things are very different and I don’t think they compare at all”, which could be
an addition to the suggested framework.

6.1 Limitations

One of the main limitations of the usability test was that all participants where
experts i.e. had over three years of experience with current workflows and tools.
Novice users has to be included in the same type of test to be able to make any
claims about the difference in between novice and expert users. This tradeoff was
chosen since the testing had a 1 day time constraint and the development team
needed to evaluate the interface rather than only evaluating a framework.

Another limitation is that qualitative usability tests are hard to quantify. Some
participants stop in the middle of the tasks and discusses a pet peeve or a similar
but unrelated problem that the participant experienced. Others do not finish the
tasks.

6.2 Future work

The next step to evaluate the above stated framework would be to perform the
usability with both novice and expert users and comparing the results. Per-
forming additional usability tests a few months after the release of the actual
implementation could help in evaluating learnability. The findings could be fur-
ther improved by using real data via some form of analytics tool.

Usability testing high functionality interfaces (typically found in enterprise soft-
ware) on experts is scientifically unexplored topic and needs further studying.
Enterprise software, however, takes several years to build, meaning that studies
should be performed over a long period of time, to be conclusive.

7 Conclusion

The field of usability testing and user experience is built around the insight that
the people designing the system are not representative users, and understads
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that the only way to create a good user experience is to be inquisitive, curious
and open minded. It is an actively learning community.

Future work on usability testing with expert users has to take the learning culture
of the users environment or workplace in account to be able to innovate without
resistance rooted in change aversion. Continuous involvement of users during
the course of the entire development process, in the form of usability testing and
and interviews, is the key to encourage a open and feedback driven culture and
thereby being able to create innovative interfaces.
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A Appendix

A.1 Introduction for the participants

The following is translated from Swedish to English.

Welcome. My name is X and this is Y. We are a part of the team developing
Alo.

You are going to test a new way to create customer tickets where you can catego-
rize all the questions or problems the customer expresses when calling you. The
predefined categories are more detailed than the current ones. The goal with the
new interface is to give the you (the customer service agent) an interface that
makes it easy to gather more information from the customer without having to
write manual notes. We have built a prototype of this interface that you ar about
to test. Since it is a prototype, there will be things that does not work. Do not
be alarmed if you experience any of the problems with the prototype, because
allt he things you encounter will help us build a better interface.

In a moment I will play the role as a customer calling you, asking for your
help.

I want you to find out what the customer (i.e. me) is having difficulties with
or having questions about. Then I want you to create a customer ticket that
describes the conversation in the phone call and what you did to resolve the
issues.
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You are just going to describe what you did to resolve the issues, not actually
perform them in this test.

We will record what is happening on screen and your reaction via the web
camera to help us find all the shortcomings in the interface. Are you okay with
that?

Any other questions before we start?

A.2 Short training session

A short training session was held with half the group of participants (5 agents)
before the test. The following is translated from Swedish to English.

In the new interface, we call all questions and problems, symptoms. One symp-
tom can be questions about tv channels or technical problems with the hardware
(e.g. the television or a set-top box). In other words either of what is defined
as service and support related. Measures is what we call the things you have
done to resolve a specific issue for the customer. A measure could be informing
the customer about the different channels or asking the customer to replace a
broken cable. One measure can also be escalating the issue to colleagues at 2nd
line (i.e. experts that handle especially difficult problems). You can either use
the search function or the click to find the appropriate symptom. You can add
one or many measures to each symptom. You can add one or many symptoms
per ticket. The ticket you create should have all the symptoms discussed in the
phone call, and all the measures you have performed.

A.3 Test tasks

This is the script for the role play for the two tasks, translated from Swedish:

Task one: Hello, my name is Martin Byström, I have problems with my broad-
band. I have a customer number 20186185. The connection is so very slow. I
got 50 megabit connection last year and it has worked fine until a week ago. I
have tested with Bredbandskollen.se and I only get 1.5 megabit, even though
I use a network cable. Another thing I discovered today was that the sound of
the phone was strange, and some pieces of the sound seems to go missing. Do
you think it may have something to do with the broadband in any way? That’s
right, one more thing, I got a reminder for an invoice. I have paid now. Can you
see if you have received the money?

Task two: Hi, I wonder how you use Netflix in the TiVo. Oh, sorry, my name
is Alex and the customer number 32443554. I have Netflix already, and I have
read that I can see it via the TiVo set, how does that work? Oh, I will test that,
thanks. I saw on the last invoice was that I’m paying for the phone subscription,
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but I though it was for free. Ok, something I just discovered was that I could
not log on to the router. The password I have has stopped working. I want to
update the software on it. I have never changed the password but I don’t have
any box or instruction left anymore. Can you see or change my password?

A.4 Debriefing questions after the test

Each participant were given eight questions after they had each performed the
test. The following is translated from Swedish to English.

1. What do you think about creating customer tickets in this manner?

2. How does this way of creating customer tickets compare to the current one?

3. Was there any functionality that you felt was missing and was there anything
you felt was unnecessarily complicated?

4. What do you think of the ability to add both service and support symptoms
at the same time?

5. Did you feel that you could accurately describe the phone call with the given
symptoms?

6. What do you think about not having to write manual notes on each customer
ticket?

7. How do you feel about the wording ”symptom”?

8. How do you feel about the wording ”measure”?
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Abstract. The game industry has proven to have a huge impact on
today’s young minds and it is becoming clear that the actual design of
a game, as well as a service or a product, can have a great influence on
its users [2, 6, 8].
Extending this insight, this paper proposes the theoretical basis intended
to contribute to the understanding of how designers can use game design
in products and services to affect, change and move people, by answering
the following question:
How can game mechanics be used, in products and services, to trigger
the basic principals of motivation in people?
A further key element in this paper is the creation of a conceptual frame-
work, based on a literature study, exemplifying how game mechanics for
motivational design can be used. The framework suggests that to cre-
ate long-term motivation in users, a product or service has to push for
the intrinsic motivation in people. Game mechanics can be used for this
purpose by giving users a sense of responsibility, enable collaboration
and cooperation between them, as well as provide them with a hope of
success.

1 Introduction

In 2010 three billion hours per week were spent playing online games [12]. This
sounds like a lot of time, but according to the Institute for the Future (IFTF) we
need to spend at least seven times as many hours per week if we want to solve
the world’s most urgent problems such as; hunger, poverty, climate change and
global conflict. The reason is that when we are playing games we feel that we
are better at problem solving, i.e. more motivated to do something that matters
and more inspired to collaborate and cooperate, than we are in reality [8, 12].
This could explain why there are already over 11 million gamers spending over
6 million years solving the problems of World of Warcraft’s virtual world rather
than our real-world problems.
However, we could use the motivation that gamers have and redirect it to our
real world problems, but we will have to change our thinking about how to
motivate people today. We cannot look at gamification in the same way as we
have done during the 20th century, mainly looking to the extrinsic motivation
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in people by dealing out reward after reward for their hard work. In today’s
society we deal with complex problems that call for highly cognitive skills and
research has shown that dealing out (financial) rewards for solving these kinds
of problems only inhibits creativity and motivation [6, 16]. Instead, we have to
look to people’s intrinsic motivations and by triggering these with our designs
call for a change in the world we live in today.

”Design can change who gets to speak, who are making the experi-
ences and for whom is it important, and it is a designers job to shift
this.”[9]

This paper proposes the theoretical basis intended to contribute to the under-
standing of how designers can use game design in products and services to affect,
change and move people, by answering the following question:
How can game mechanics be used, in products and services, to trigger the basic
principals of motivation in people?
A further key element in this paper is to create an conceptual framework exem-
plifying how game mechanics for motivational design can be used.

2 Method

This paper consists of a literature study and the proposition of a conceptual
framework, both done in January to May 2015. The literature study examines
the basic principals of motivation, the effect of games and game mechanics, as
well as design attributes for innovating gamification and creating motivation.
A secondary research method has been used for collecting data, which means
that all data in the literature study has been collected from already existing
data within the fields of motivation theory and game theory. The data has been
chosen with regard to how recent it is, as well as its credibility. Therefore the
literature study is based primarily on the research of people that are considered
”pioneers” in this field by organizations like TED Conferences[5]. The conceptual
framework is a result of the findings in the literature study and exemplifies how
a designer can make product and services for motivational purposes.

3 Motivation theory

With the huge range of products and services that users can chose from today,
it is really hard to anticipate which factors will drive the success of a product
or service. Therefore, understanding how people’s needs and desires drive their
behaviour is becoming essential to developing new design strategies [6].
Motivation is the process that causes someone to act, i.e. initiates, guides, and
maintains goal-oriented behaviors. There are a number of different theories ex-
plaining motivation; instinct, incentive, drive, arousal and humanistic. Motiva-
tion can also be either intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation derive from
within the individual and involves the reward of personal gratification, while
extrinsic motivation derive from outside of the individual and involves rewards
like trophies, money, social recognition and praise [14].
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3.1 Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and Flow

It is hard to talk about motivation without mentioning one of the most famous
theories on the subject, namely Moslow’s Hierarchy of Needs [Figure 1]. This
theory consists of a hierarchy of human motivations that is often represented
by a pyramid; with the basic human motivations at the bottom and the sec-
ondary human motivations at the top. The four lower levels in the pyramid are
the deficiency needs of a human being and these need to be satisfied in order
to move on to higher level needs. The higher level needs are the need of growth
and self-actualization. [3, 17]
Moslow’s theory states that people have a need to fulfill their full potential as
human beings, i.e. become the most that they are able of becoming [4]. This is
also somewhat related to another famous motivation theory, namely flow. This
concept was coined by psychology professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and de-
scribes an optimal psychological state that people reach when they are engaging
in an activity corresponding to their skill level [15]. The result being complete
immersion in the task and a sense of self-fulfillment.

Fig. 1. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

3.2 Rewards

In businesses today there is a large focus on extrinsic motivators like money,
social recognition and praise. However, the if-then-rewards that are frequently
used in these environments prohibit creativity and motivation in people [16]. An
example of this is a study conducted on motivation in children, where children
were were asked to engage in an activity that would be of initial intrinsic interest
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to them and then given extrinsic rewards. These rewards consistently showed to
be ineffective in motivating the children to perform the given activity, even as it
was an activity they initially enjoyed [9, 11]. In fact the rewards even undermined
the children’s initial interest in that activity. In other words, rewards have the
power to turn play into work. But work can also be turned into play, by doing
the opposite and triggering intrinsic motivators rather than extrinsic.
Extrinsic rewards are not always bad though. They can be very efficient in the
right situations, i.e. where there is a clear set of rules and where the user benefits
from a narrowed focus. Rewards of this type are most apt for delivering a short-
term boost, as the effect of extrinsic rewards wears off and can reduce a person’s
long-term motivation [15].
However, for situations demanding something more, such as cognitive attention,
motivation has to derive from intrinsic factors such as; autonomy, mastery and
purpose [9, 16]. What’s more, these factors actually have a direct impact on the
result of a service or product. Researchers Lakhani and Wolf[15] conducted a
study on 684 open-source1 developers, where they found that the main drive
for these developers were the amount of creativeness they felt when working
on their projects. This drive and the enjoyment-based intrinsic motivation they
possessed consequently resulted in great products. Another good example of this
is Wikipedia versus MSN Encarta. The latter was a digital encyclopedia, with
articles written by paid writers and editors, published by Microsoft that had to be
pulled off the market as Wikipedia, an open-source project, grew exponentially
in size and popularity [15].

4 Games as a persuasive tool

According to Gladwell’s Theory of success the key to becoming really good at
something is practice. In truth he estimates that it takes 10 000 hours for a
person to become a virtuoso at any one thing [10]. Coincidentally this is also
the number of gaming hours that the average young person today, in a country
where there is a strong gaming culture, will have reached by the age of 21. In
2010, IFTF estimated this number to be over 500 million people [12]. That is
500 million people who are spending as much time in the virtual gaming world
as five years of work at a full time job. Also, only one month since the release of
Call of Duty Black Ops, the gaming community had already spent 68 000 years
of play in the game [2]. Going back that amount of years in history, humans
were still in the stone age [13]. The bottom line is that almost 10% of the world
population is spending an enormous amount of time on games and therefore it
is of interest to find out what exactly they are becoming so good at [12].

4.1 The power of games

People often feel that they are better at games than they are at real life. All
the negative feelings (anxiousness, frustration, stress and depression) that occur
1 Open-source software is software that is non-profit and that is free for anyone to use,
share and modify.
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when people are facing obstacles and challenges in real life does not exist in the
gaming world [12]. On the contrary, people tend to become a better version of
themselves when gaming; they stick with a problem until it is solved, they get
up after failure and try again and they help other players at a moments notice.
The reason for this is explained by McGonigal[12] as the constant possibility of
an epic win within the gaming world. Shortly described, gamers are challenged
with problems that are never impossible but always on the verge of what they
are capable of solving, which gives them an enormous satisfaction and feeling of
awe they succeed in their quest. Also, gamers take pleasure in being trusted to
solve difficult problems, having a large community of collaborators ready to help
at any time, as well as constantly receiving positive feedback as they advance
in a game. Consequently, what the 10 000 hours of gaming are teaching young
adults today are the following [12]:

1. Urgent optimism - a desire to act immediately, tackle obstacles and also the
belief that that there is a hope of success (the epic win). Gamers always
believe that it is always worth trying and trying now.

2. Tight social fabric - stronger bonds, trust, cooperation and social relation-
ships between people. Gamers need to trust one another and create strong
alliances to solve problems together.

3. Blissful productivity - the will to work hard. Gamers prefer to be challenged
on an ongoing basis with positive results than doing nothing.

4. Epic meaning - being motivated by inspiring missions and a sense of respon-
sibility. Gamers want to be a part of human planetary-scale stories and often
create fan-based services connected to these.

4.2 The purpose of play

Play is and has been a part of the human condition for a very long time, in fact
the earliest findings of games date back to 6500 B.C [8]. Looking at the games
people have played throughout history, as well as studying play in the animal
kingdom, there seems to be three important purposes of playing games [8, 9]:

– It is a means of practice at life
– It is a safe place for experimentation
– It is a representation of values and social norms of its society

How we play games also change through time as society evolves and looking
these changes it becomes clear that games can be consciously designed to reflect,
critique or inform on any subject of importance to people.
To demonstrate the latter, lets take a look at the game of Chess. Chess originally
came from India and moved on through the Middle East to finally end up in
Europe. The original Chess-set did not have any female characters at all, which
only changed once the game hit northern Europe. However, at the time, the
female character had the weakest moves on the board, in truth she the exact same
moves as the king has today. Not until the middle ages, when strong European
queens emerged and changed the norms for women in Europe, would the female
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character take the lead of the board and get the strong moves she has today. [7,
8] Chess is therefore not only a game of strategy, but also a reflection upon the
social norms, values and customs that exist and has existed in the society [8].

4.3 The future of gamification

As previously stated games are a cultural medium that carry beliefs with their
representation and structures, whether the designer has the intention to do so or
not. This also implies that games can be used to consciously embed values and
norms. But far too often there are old ideas concerning game design that emerge
in these types of designs, e.g. technical constraints often lead to conceptual
constraints and early values (like accuracy, secrecy, efficiency and privacy) are
taken into consideration although they do not necessarily correspond to the
values of gamers today. To avoid these road blocks there are some simple tools
that can be of use to designers who are trying to innovate gamification:

1. Innovation primarily comes from prioritizing the human [9, 15]. Designers
need to find out what the needs and values of their players are and think
about how games can better translate to these. This is equally important
when games are designed to reflect the values of its players, as well as change
them.

2. Meaning in a game comes from feeling responsible [9, 12]. Games have the
power to let a user take a new position on a problem and play it out, while
in the process getting a new perspective on the situation.

3. Unorthodox methods spur change [9]. Games like Darfur is dying, September
12 and Hush Game puts the player in the shoes of a Darfuri family member
risking their life collecting water, a military force accidentally killing civil-
ians and a mother hushing her child to silence during the Rwandan Genocide.
Games that are anything but conventional and that have gotten a lot of at-
tention lately, and are in some cases even award-winning for their immersive
game play and narrative.

4.4 A problem with gamification

At the same time as games have a lot of positive effects on people, the use of
game mechanics in non-game environments can sometimes be a tricky task. If not
conducted in the right way, designs implementing gamification often fall short.
This is visible in a lot of educational games today, where game mechanics are
added to transform an initially tedious task into something enjoyable [2]. This
creates a chocolate-broccoli-effect, an expression coined to describe exactly this
effect. Bavelier’s[2] research on video games show that games have a lot of good
ingredients to promote positive effects in people. For example, looking at gamers
that spend a lot of time on first person shooter games, these studies show that
their attention skills are much higher than the average person’s. Bavelier calls
this the broccoli side of the equation. At the same time, there is a game industry
that is really good at creating immersive game play and narrative, which is the
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chocolate side of the equation. What often happens in educational games, or
other products or services with gamification, is that designers try to put the
two together. This results in chocolate covered broccoli, a food nobody really
wants to eat. The tricky part is therefore to combine the two in a way that the
result is a chocolate bar containing all the good ingredients of broccoli. In other
words, a product or service using gamification in a way that first and foremost
engages the user while also conveying the positive effects of games in a discrete
but effective way.

5 Framework

The use of game mechanics in non-game applications are becoming more and
more popular nowadays and the reasons for this are the following:

– Games are already a big part of society and have been part of the human
condition for a very long time [2, 6, 8, 12].

– Games have the power to let us discuss important subjects in innovative and
powerful ways [8, 9, 12].

– People feel that they are better at games than they are in reality [12].

Looking at these reasons, it is safe to say that game mechanics also play a huge
role for motivational design, as they are an effective tool for conveying values
and norms. The following is a conceptual framework that aims to exemplify
how some game mechanics can be used in products and services for exactly this
purpose.

5.1 Users first

It is important to underline that the use of game mechanics in a product or
service should always serve a purpose. Therefore, a designer primarily needs to
find out who the users are and what needs they have before even beginning to
think about which game mechanics to use. This is essential for designing a user
experience with gamification. The problem that occurs in many products using
game elements today, e.g. educational games, is that the designer will add game
mechanics to make a tedious task more fun, the so called chocolate-broccoli-
effect as explained by Bavelier [2]. It is therefore very important to pin-point
the needs of the users, so that to make sure that the product or service first and
foremost correspond to these. Once this task is complete, the designer can start
thinking about which game mechanics can help convey the values of the product
or service.

5.2 Game mechanics for motivational design

As the users have been identified and the designer has a clear image of the
motivational goals for his or her application, the work of finding the right game
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mechanics can begin. It is clear that a product or service that aim for long-
term motivation in people has to push to trigger the intrinsic motivation in its
users. This is clearly emphasized in Pink’s[15] research on motivation, as well
as supported by both Maslow’s Theory of Motivation[17] and McGonigal’s[12]
research on what drives gamers. Looking at the studies previously presented in
this paper, there seems to exist three main game mechanics that trigger intrinsic
motivation:

– Sense of responsibility
– Collaboration and cooperation
– State of flow

These game mechanics can be used individually to initiate or enhance intrinsic
motivation, as well as in combination with each other, and it is up to the designer
to recognise and choose which of these best suits their product or service.

Sense of responsibility Giving the user responsibility is a core aspect for
creating meaningful products and services. This is primarily done by giving
the user autonomy and purpose, two of the three building blocks for intrinsic
motivation [15]. Autonomy can be given by letting a user set his or her own goals,
decide the pace in which to do things and enable customization for individual
needs in a product or service. Purpose can be given to a user by having a clear
aim with the product or service or letting the product or service depend on the
user in some way. More importantly, responsibility creates meaning for the user,
as well as the determination to proceed and complete a task [9, 12].

Collaboration and cooperation Designing environments that make people
feel good about participating is more effective with collaboration and cooper-
ation, rather than competition (a game mechanic that is used frequently in
gamification) [15]. The reason for this is that these two aspects tap into the
tight social fabric that games provide its players. This can therefore be used in
the exact same way in products and services to create a tight community where
users feel backed up by their peers and part of something bigger [12].

State of flow Finally, the last key element is to provide the users with a state
of flow. This means that it has to be clear to the users that they will be able
to achieve whatever goals or tasks they are given in an application [12, 15]. To
accomplish this a product or service should employ a progress-over-time-design.
This means that the user starts out on a basic level, i.e. a level that corresponds
to their current skill level, to then slowly receive more challenging goals or tasks.
A design strategy like this makes sure that the user is never overwhelmed, but
always challenged, which keeps their motivation on a constant level.

5.3 An example

Looking at today’s products and services with motivational design there are nu-
merous applications that try to motivate people to exercise more, both physically
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and mentally. One example of such an application is Challenges by Nexercise[1],
a health and fitness tracker, which makes the list of top-10 iOS-applications of
this sort. Shortly described, this application sells itself as turning work-out into
fun game rather than a chore. The application lets its users track activities, cre-
ate a network of friends and earn rewards. At a first glance, it looks as though
this application employs all three game mechanics explained above. There is the
sense of responsibility, as the user is given both a clear purpose and a lot of
autonomy, by choosing their own activities and goals. Looking at the state of
flow, there seems to be a mismatch though as this application hands out rewards
for progress, rather than keeping the user in a constant level of motivation. Also,
there is an attempt at creating a tight social fabric, but the community of peers
seems to be of a more competitive nature than a cooperative one. One can there-
fore argue that the only game mechanic that is really used in the right way is
sense of responsibility. As stated previously, the game mechanics presented in
this framework can be used individually. However, when other game mechan-
ics for motivational purposes are used wrongly they might reverse the effect.
Therefore, in the case of Challenges by Nexercise there is a big chance that users
will not get a long-term motivation of exercising by only using this application.
However, they might be motivated in a short-term way, as the reward system
and competitive community implemented in the application can have this effect
[15]. In a case like this, the framework presented above could be used to improve
this application to achieve long-term motivation in its users, by simply:

1. Advocating collaboration within the community, rather than cooperation,
e.g. by letting users create common goals.

2. Progressively enhance the difficulty of the exercises proposed and remove
the if-then rewards, e.g. by having different levels with exercises and only
letting a user access the next level (with more difficult exercises) once they
have completed the workout for their current level.

6 Conclusion

Game mechanics can be used in products and services for motivational purposes
in pretty much the same way as they are used in games, with a few restrictions.
When taking game elements out of their initial context and putting them into
a non-game environment, designers have to be very careful with their choices.
Game mechanics should always be chosen for a clear purpose and they should
definitely not be used as an add-on for making serious or boring applications
more fun. Good design of gamification comes from pin-pointing the game ele-
ments that can be used to trigger the purpose of the application in question.
The conceptual framework presented in this paper aims to do exactly this, by
pin-pointing the game mechanics that can be used for motivational design. As
presented in the framework, these game mechanics are:

– Sense of responsibility
– Collaboration and cooperation
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– State of flow

The framework also suggests that these game mechanics creates meaning for a
user and gives them a sense of determination, that they create a tight community
of peers and keep users challenged and motivated on a constant level. Taking
a closer look at these effects, they might sound familiar. Interestingly enough
they are the exact descriptions of McGonigal’s[11] four corner-stones of what
creates intrinsic motivation in players, namely; urgent optimism, tight social
fabric, blissful productivity and epic meaning [Figure 2]. Consequently, it makes
sense that if these game mechanics can trigger the intrinsic motivation in gamers,
they should also be able to activate the same components in users in a non-game
environment.

Fig. 2. Framework

7 Limitations

This conceptual framework is only exemplifying which game mechanics could
be used for motivational purposes. Therefore, the framework should in no way
be considered a universal solution, but mainly an example of such a result. The
framework has neither been evaluated or tested, which should also be taken into
consideration.
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8 Future work

For future work regarding this paper, it would be interesting to test and evaluate
the conceptual framework. This would give the opportunity of improving the
framework greatly.
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Abstract. When using a mobile application, users will most likely come
in contact with a permission prompt: a dialogue in which the user have
to explicitly grant access for the application to perform certain riskful
tasks, e.g. handle sensitive or private data, or access potentially riskful
hardware (e.g. GPS, microphone etc.). In order for permission prompts
to act as a security precaution, it is crucial that the users understand
the permissions. However, research has shown that this is not the case.
This study analyses current permission prompts and suggests permission
designs that can better inform users about what the permission does and
how it works. The results indicate that changing the permission formu-
lation to a more detailed one can improve user comprehension rates, and
that many users would prefer more information about why permissions
are needed and what they are used for.

1 Introduction

The major mobile platforms use explicit user permissions for many of the appli-
cations that are available. This means that applications will prompt permission
dialogues that the user has to explicitly agree to, e.g. use the device’s camera,
internet connection, etc, in order to use the application and its full function-
ality. These prompts differ between platforms in design and appearance. With
the expansion of the smartphone market, permission prompts are increasingly
common in consumers lives, as most mobile applications use them.

However, research has shown that users often have poor understanding of
these permissions and what they entail [1–3], which can affect which applications
they install and how they use them. It has also been found that few users pay
close attention to these permission prompts [1], which not only furthers the
poor understanding, but can also expose the user to malicious applications (e.g.
malware or spyware [4]) or risk sensitive or personal data that the user might
not want to share. Because permission prompts act as security measures against
malicious applications or functionalities, it is important that users make informed
decisions when accepting or declining permissions.

The objective of this research paper is to analyse how mobile applications
use user explicit permission prompts when installing or using new applications,
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and how these are interpreted by users. With this insight, different variations of
application permission prompts will be designed using different levels of technical
transparency within the stated permissions. These designs will then be evaluated
on users with different levels of technical knowledge and backgrounds, to see
how application permission prompts might be designed better inform users in
the future.

2 Analysis of Current Permission Prompts

A permission prompt is a way for a piece of software to ask permission to access
hardware, sensitive data, or perform any hazardous tasks. There are different
sorts of permission prompts, but in the major mobile platforms there are two;
prompting during installation-time or during time-of-use. According to the Inter-
national Data Corporation’s Quarterly Mobile Phone Tracker [5], Android and
iOS held respectively 76.6% and 19.7% of the market shares of smartphone ship-
ments in Q4 of 2014. These platforms will be the focus in this paper, although
noteworthy is that the third biggest mobile platform (Windows with 2.8% in Q4)
uses installation-time permissions similar to the Android platform. This section
will describe permission prompts in the Android and iOS platform, as well as
previous work and research.

2.1 Android

The Google Play store is the official market for Android applications. To be
eligible to submit and publish an application, developers need to register for an
account and pay a registration fee of $25 USD [6]. There is no inspection of
submitted application, so potentially malicious applications can easily be added
to the Play store. To counteract this, Android applications cannot by default
use any hardware or data that impacts other application, the user, or the op-
erating system. Android labels these permissions as having a protection level
of ‘dangerous’, which is described as “higher-risk permissions that would give a
requesting application access to private user data or control over the device that
can negatively impact the user” [7].

Instead of an inspection of submitted applications, Android delegates the re-
sponsibility of inspection to the users, with the help of permission prompts. The
application developer declares which permissions the application uses, and these
are then shown to the user during the application installation. There are cur-
rently 152 different permissions in the Android Permission Manifest [8], and it
is possible for developers to declare their own permissions as well [7]. These per-
missions are grouped into functionality categories in the permission prompt, e.g.
location based permissions are displayed separately from network based permis-
sions [9]. There are currently 31 different permission groups [10]. Figure 1 shows
the permission prompt for installing Aftonbladet, a Swedish news application.
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Fig. 1. Application permissions for Aftonbladet, a Swedish newspaper application. The
permissions are collapsed to the left and expanded in the middle and on the right.

2.2 iOS

To publish an iOS application in the Apple App Store, the developer has to
be enrolled in the iOS Developer Program, which costs $99 USD per year [11].
Submitted applications has to go through a manual inspection which ensures
that the application is not malicious or misuse the user’s data [12]. With these
security measures, applications are by default allowed access to more hardware
and data than Android applications. In iOS, permissions prompts are used for
certain access such as location, contacts, photos, etc. These prompts are shown
during time-of-use, that is to say while the application is being used [9].

Developers are responsible for prompting the permissions, which is usually
done by either prompting the user upon starting the application for the first
time, or by prompting when the application tries to perform tasks that needs user
permission. There were 10 permissions that needed explicit user agreement by the
end of 2013 [13]. Unlike Android applications, the applications can still be used
despite the user denying permissions, although not with complete functionality.
Device location is the only permission that has always been used, others have
been added with new versions starting in the iOS 5.0 release with Twitter login
etc. An iOS permission prompt for location can be seen in Figure 2.

2.3 Related Work

Since most iOS permissions are relatively new, the majority of the research
about mobile permission systems have focused on the Android platform, which
is also the case in most of the research referenced in this section. As mentioned
in the introduction of this paper, permission prompts are meant to act as secu-
rity measures against malicious applications or functionalities. The effectiveness
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Fig. 2. iOS permission prompt for using the device location. The smaller text is editable
by the developer.

of this has been examined and found effective if used correctly by both users
and developers [1, 14]. Correct usage in this case includes developers declaring
permissions correctly, and users comprehending the permissions and what they
entail. However, studies have found that many applications are over-privileged
(asks for more permissions than is used), due to confusion or malice from the
developer [9, 15, 12]. Other studies have found that permissions fails to inform
users as the levels of attention and understanding of the permissions are low [2,
3, 9]. So neither users nor developers use the permission prompt system correctly,
which puts the effectiveness at risk.

One reason for the poor user comprehension is also a major and unavoidable
risk with any repetitive prompting system: habituation or warning fatigue [1,
9, 14]. Warning fatigue is where users will stop paying attention to warnings or
prompts as they get accustomed to them, and this even affects alert users [9]. The
easiest way to counteract warning fatigue is to decrease the number of prompts,
or differentiating between severe and less severe warnings [1]. Another reason for
the low comprehension levels that was found was the expectation gap between
what users assumed the permissions were used for, and what they actually were
used for [16, 3]. In Jung et al.’s [16] research for example, they found that their
participants had a reasonable idea of how applications used permitted resources,
but were surprised over how much and how often data was collected, even from
applications that were never used.

In short, studies have found that permission prompts are prone to be over-
privileged, will most likely cause warning fatigue, are generally not understood
by users, and the permission system is failing in aiding users to make informed
decisions regarding installation and usage of applications. But they have also
found and suggested ways to improve. Lin et al. [3] found that informing users
about why a permission is requested reduces the expectation gap mentioned
above, which also leads to less concern and increased comprehension of the per-
mission. Another way to decrease the expectation gap, proposed by Yang et al.
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[17] and Lin et al. [3], is to use crowdsourcing platforms to let users explain why
permissions are requested. However, if users are uninformed from the beginning,
this might not be helpful. Jung et al. [16] proposes extending the permission sys-
tem architecture with runtime feedback about how often the application uses the
permitted resources and how they are being used. They also propose constraints
to limit when and how often permitted resources can be used. This would also
work to decrease the expectation gap.

Focusing more on the developers, Au et al. [12] proposes a tool that automat-
ically detects needed permissions to lessen over-declaration. This would also help
developers to understand permissions better themselves. In contrast, Felt et al.
[18] proposes a permission system design that uses both install-time and time-of-
use permission prompts, as well as using UI elements as confirmations without
explicit permissions attached to it. They also provide guidelines for when and
how the different types of prompts should be used. Adopting a new permission
system would entail that most applications would have to be redesigned, and
developers relearn how they use permissions, but according to Felt et al. [18],
it could decrease warning fatigue by differentiating between different severity
levels.

Felt et al. [9, 1] suggests for future work in the field to consider alternative
methods of presenting permissions to users, and to customize warnings. This,
together with Lin et al.’s [3] findings that properly informing what permissions
are used for eases concern and improves comprehension, is the basis for the
research study described in the next section.

3 Method

The following study was conducted in order to evaluate different ways to formu-
late permissions using different levels of technical transparency within the stated
permissions. This section includes a description of the design proposals, and a
description of the evaluation method used to test them.

3.1 Design

There were three types of formulations used in the design proposals: standard,
detailed, and technical. The standard formulation was similar to that used by
current permission prompts, briefly stating what the permission asks for. The
detailed formulation was designed to be understandable and simple, and infor-
mative about what the permission would be used for. The technical formulation
included detailed descriptions with technical terms and jargon.

Five different permissions were written in each of these formulation types:
location, Internet access, contacts, storage/memory access, and identity. These
were chosen since they are amongst the most common Android permissions [14],
and although all are not directly present as iOS permissions, they could be de-
rived from those that do exist. They were written from the aspect of a fictional
discount application. The application uses the device location to find nearby
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promotions, the Internet to send and retrieve data, contacts to share data, stor-
age to cache images and data, and connected accounts to identify the user. The
permissions were written in Swedish, and translations of the permission can be
seen in Table 1.

Permission Standard Detailed Technical

Location The application wants
to use the device loca-
tion.

The application wants
to use the device appli-
cation in order to give
tips about things and
promotions close by.

The application uses
GPS coordinates to tri-
angulate location based
data.

Internet The application wants
to access the Internet.

The application wants
to send and retrieve
data about promotions
over the Internet.

The application
communicates with
databases and external
services through a web
service, in order to
update and retrieve
data related to the
service.

Contacts The application wants
access to contacts.

The application wants
access to contacts in
order to share promo-
tions with friends and
acquaintances.

The application uses
contact data for shar-
ing promotions and ap-
plication data.

Storage and
memory

The application wants
to read, edit or erase
data from storage.

The application wants
to save images and
texts to storage to
load recommendations
faster.

The application wants
to store, edit or erase
data and cache in
the device internal
database.

Identity The application wants
access to accounts on
the device.

The application wants
to use previously con-
nected account data to
identify users.

The application wants
to use authentication
data from other ser-
vices to verify users.

Table 1. Design proposals for permission formulation.

3.2 Evaluation

To evaluate the design proposals, a survey was created using Google Forms. The
survey consisted of 11 questions, 4 of which were mandatory. The survey was
separated into two parts: one with demographical questions, one with questions
about the design proposals. The survey began with an introduction and a brief
description of permission prompts.
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Four of the questions had alternatives in the form of radio buttons (only
one option could be marked), five had smaller text fields, and two had large
text boxes, so most questions were open ended. The four questions with radio
button alternatives all had an “other” option which also featured a small text
field. The design proposals were displayed in a similar table to table 1. The
formulation types were denoted with 1, 2, and 3, where 1 was the standard, 2
was the detailed, and 3 was the technical. The survey was written in Swedish.
The (translated) questions were as follows:

1. Gender?
2. Age?
3. Occupation?
4. How is your knowledge about technology?

a) Very bad b) Bad c) Decent d) Good e) Very good f) Other
5. What smartphone do you use?*

a) Android b) iPhone c) Windows phone (WP) d) Other
6. Do you generally pay attention to and/or read permission prompts?*

a) Yes b) No c) Other
7. Do you generally understand permission prompts? (Do you know what they

entail and how they affect the application?)
8. Which of these types of formulations of permissions do you prefer?*

a) 1 b) 2 c) 3
9. Motivation* (E.g easier to understand, technical, less/more to read, more

informative, etc.)
10. Other thoughts or comments about permission prompts? (Want more, fewer,

more important, more/less details, are they good or bad, etc.)
11. Would you like to discuss permission prompts further? Enter your email. (It’s

also fine to email me directly on *email* with further questions, reflections
or thoughts.)

The text in parenthesis were written as helping texts beneath the question in
the survey, and the questions with * were mandatory. The survey was reviewed
by peers before it was published to find any errors and mistakes. The survey
was distributed online via Facebook and Twitter. Answers were collected over a
period of 10 days.

4 Results

The study got 56 answers, 55 of which were useful. This section is divided into
demographical results, and design evaluation results.

4.1 Demographic results

The respondents were between 18-70 years old, mean = 28,74 years, SD = 10,19
years. The other results from the demographic questions are visualised in pie
charts in Figure 3. The ‘technical jobs’ category in question 3 were developers,
programmers, engineers, etc. Question 7 was an open question, so synonymes
and similar wording were used to categorise some answers.
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Women

23

Men

29 NA
3

Students

28

Technical jobs

13

Teachers

3
Project leaders

3
Misc

3 NA
3 Not working
2

Very good

27

Good

19
Decent

8
“Best”

1

Android

30

iPhone

20
WP

2 Android+iPhone
1 Android+WP
1 No smartphone
1

Yes

35

No

15
Other

5

Yes

27

No

9

Explainations

4

Usually

3

Sometimes

3
Kind of

3 NA
2 “I think so”
2 Yes and no
2

Fig. 3. From top left to bottom right: question 1 (gender), 3 (occupation), 4 (technical
knowledge), 5 (smartphone), 6 (read permissions), 7 (understand permissions).

4.2 Evaluation results

The design proposal results were as follows:

– 18 votes - Standard formulation
– 31 votes - Detailed formulation
– 6 votes - Technical formulation

Below are summaries of the motivation responses, as well as a selection of
notable responses. All responses are translated from Swedish.
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Standard formulation Most responses raised the fact that the text were short
and concise, would be faster to read, and contained clear and simple explanation
as to what the application would access. Some notable responses are listed here.
The last two were responses from developers.

– “Clear and easier to understand for less technical people, the second one I
think is misleading since the permissions can be used for other things as
well.”

– “What the application claims to want to do with the information is not
important - you can use your own fantasy about what the application wants,
e.g use one’s contacts.”

– “Faster to read. But with the others you understand more what on the device
they actually wants to use.”

– “[...] The other alternatives can lie about what they want to use the permis-
sion for and thereby trick users.”

– “Everything a user needs to know.”

Detailed formulation Most responses stated that this formulation was a good
inbetween, that the standard formulation was not informative enough, and that
the technical formulation would not be understood by many users. A few stated
that even though there were more text to read, the increased comprehension
made it worthwhile.

– “Most positive and makes it feel not as “scary”. [...] A more technical descrip-
tion could make users back away from application that are not malicious and
needs these permissions to give a good user experience.”

– “Unfortunately a lot of text, but in return you understand what it is about.”
– “I don’t really care about how data is collected, but about why it’s collecting

data.”
– “The downside is that the intention is difficult to guarantee - how do I know

that the application doesn’t use the permission in a way that I don’t want?”
– “It is good if what it says about why the permission is needed really match

with what the app wants to do.”

Technical formulation The responses states that the permissions are clear,
formal, detailed, and that they felt secure.

– “More information that makes it feel both clear and secure.”
– “Formal and detailed.”
– “Since I like getting more technical information I prefer the last one, but I

can emagine that the second one is better for a regular user. The first one is
simply too concise.”

– “I want to know more exactly what the developer had in mind with the
permission. Many apps adds more than necessary, maybe because they didn’t
think through which are actually needed.”
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Comments and suggestions Some responses suggested having a “read more”-
section in permission prompts, and thereby combining the standard and technical
formulations. Other suggestions about changing the permission prompt system
included more manual and modular permissions, rather than the approach of
either granting all access or not installing at all. One iPhone user stated that
it would be nice to have one place with explanations for all the formulations,
which could be interpreted as something like the Android installation prompts.
Another iPhone user stated that it is good to have choices, and that when a
prompt is shown it is more clear what the application will use.

Other common responses were wishes to see more detailed permissions, to
force developers to motivate their choices of permissions and say what they
are used for. Responses also stated that permissions are starting to cause more
warning fatigue, comparing them to the “Terms of license agreement” where
almost no people read them, but accept them anyway because otherwise you
cannot use the service. One response reads “It is important that you should be
able to choose what an app has access to and then it is good to get a good amount
of information before that choice”. Some responses stated that they wanted more
permission prompts, others fewer but more detailed.

5 Discussion

The study was conducted to evaluate how different formulation types can better
inform users about permissions. In general, the results from the study indicate
that many users are interested in more detailed and explicit information about
permissions and why applications use them, and most would prefer a detailed
yet simple and comprehensible way of doing this.

The study was by design very open ended in order to get a sense of how
users think about different formulations. This approach has some risks, e.g. of
responses being deliberately non helpful, too vague to understand, etc., without
any chances to clarify their meaning. However, the advantages of getting nuanced
answers made it worthwhile. Many responses were similar although not stated
the same way, which did make the compilation of results slightly more difficult.
However, the results were consistent with the research objective, so the method
proved effective.

One interesting aspect of the results was that some people with knowledge
of application development who responded thought the current and standard
formulation was the better one, stating that users do not need more information
than that. This stands in contrast with most other responses indicating that users
do in fact want more details. Lin et al. [3] suggested to clarify the advantages of
user comprehension to developers, and that users are more likely to use services
that they understand. These responses confirm that developers might not see
this. On the other hand, more detailed permissions means more work for the
developers. That would most likely not be very desirable for developers unless
the advantages are made clear. These are similar problems to those Au el al. [12]
found, for which they proposed a tool to automatically detect permissions so
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developers can focus on other things, such as describing the permission details.
Also, detailing permissions might make them easier to comprehend for developers
as well, lowering the barriers for new developers.

Previous research has shown that users do not comprehend permissions, and
that there is an expectation gap between what users think the permission is
used for and what it is actually used for. Detailed permissions stating the reason
why a permission is used would most likely decrease this gap. One previously
mentioned risk for comprehension is warning fatigue, which the results confirm.
To address this, new ways of prompting permissions could be used, like Felt et
al. [18] suggests. Some responses also stated that permissions could be stated in
different ways, e.g. by showing more detailed information if the users wishes to
read it, similar to how the Android permission prompts works today, see figure
1. Some responses stated that the detailed formulation was too long to read
and comprehend. However, Lin et al.’s [3] research indicates that the increased
comprehension levels would counteract the burden of more text.

Future evaluation should be done to verify the permission formulations, and
evaluate the effectiveness of them. This could be done by creating a mock appli-
cation and have users install it and use it, or by manipulating current permission
prompts to show the suggested formulations. That way, the context of the appli-
cation would be more clear, e.g. you see the title, some images, description, etc.
It is also important to investigate ways to ensure that more detailed permissions
are stated truthfully. As some responses stated, there is a risk that the applica-
tion claims to use a permission for one thing but really use it for something else,
like malice. Further research and evaluation of different ways to ask for permis-
sions should be done as well. Some responses in the evaluation indicates that
Felt et al.’s [18] idea about permission systems using different kinds of prompts
and permission measures is worth exploring further.

6 Conclusions

Mobile permission prompts can function as security measures for mobile appli-
cation, but that requires that users understand the permissions and what they
entail. Research show that this is not the case. This paper has investigated how
permission formulations could be redesigned to improve user comprehension.
The results indicates the following:

– More detailed permissions would lower the expectation gap and improve user
comprehension.

– Most users would prefer more detailed permissions that states how and why
the application uses the permission.

Further research should test the effectiveness of different formulations, but also
look for ways to extend the permission systems to use different kinds of permis-
sion prompts or add more modular control over single permissions.
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Abstract. This study evaluates if it is possible to increase the read-
ing rate and still be able to maintain a high comprehension level when
reading texts on a mobile device. Using Rapid Serial Visual Presentation
(RSVP) and Optimal Recognition Point (ORP) methods, which present
one word at a time, the eye movement to find the beginning of words
can be lowered and thereby increase the reading rate.
An experiment was conducted where 20 participants read three different
texts using RSVP with ORP method implemented as a web application
using Spritz technology. The comprehension level was measured by an-
swering follow-up questions after each test text. The results of this study
show an average comprehension level of 73.75% with a reading rate of
350 words per minute. One conclusion that can be drawn is that this
type of reading method is suitable when the user want to skim or scan
through a text with a purpose to remember specific information rather
than the underlying meaning of the content.

1 Introduction

It can be both tiresome and inefficient to read full-length texts, e.g. articles,
when using a mobile device. [1] This inefficiency depends on many different
factors such as: the spacing between words (the user has to move their eyes
extensively to locate the next word); the size of the text (requires the user to
navigate by scrolling a great deal); the alignment of the words and the font being
used. [2][3]

This paper focus on a method called Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP),
where words or images are continuously being shown in the same place and is
used to examine the perception and attention of the user. [4] An application
called Spritz [5] makes use of RSVP but with a modified feature that locates
the optimal recognition point (ORP) for each word. By doing so, one can reduce
the so called "saccade", where the eye has to move a long distance to find the
starting point of the word, and thereby improve the reading rate. [6]

This study will be using Spritz technology to establish if it is possible to
increase the reading rate and maintain a high comprehension level when reading
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texts using RSVP and ORP methods on a mobile device. The results will be
compared to other studies [7] that have been done regarding reading rate and
comprehension level when reading texts the most common way, where the user
is presented with the complete text directly and is reading left to right.

2 Background

2.1 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation

A technique called Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) presents text one
word at a time for instead of presenting whole sentences displayed in lines while
reading a text. It is important to minimize the movement of the eye, called
“saccading”, when the reader wants to find the beginning of a word because the
eye has to refixate itself between each word to find the start of it and to process
its meaning.

This type of refocusing takes about 240 ms for each new word, and for a large
amount of words this could be very tiresome for the eye, see Figure 2. Another
consequence of this refocusing, especially if the length of the word is long, is that
only 20% of the time is used for processing the meaning of the word. [8]

2.2 Optimal Recognition Point

RSVP has been used as a reading technique since 1970 and advancements have
been made throughout the years. A feature, called Optimal Recognition Point
(ORP), is used for finding the beginning of a word as fast as possible. The ORP
of a word means that a specific character is first calculated and then marked, for
example, highlighted, colored or has a font that differs from the other characters
in that word. The reason for having an ORP is that people often read a word
from left to right, and by using an ORP, it is possible to direct the focus of the
word to be more left balanced, which lowers the refixation time for the eye and
thereby helps it to find the beginning of each new word [8].

RSVP alignment of words Spritz alignment of words

Fig. 2: Different word positioning methods
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Exactly how to calculate which character to mark as an ORP differs between
which technology is being used. This study uses Spritz implementation, and an
algorithm which is based on the following formula to calculate the ORP:

ORP Character Position Ratio=(ORP Character Position - 1)/Total Number of Text Characters

Some of the important factors for calculating the ORP of a word are the
number of characters and the width. Initially the ORP character position is
calculated by dividing the word in half and setting the ORP character position
as close to the center as possible. Then, given the amount of characters a word
consists of and the previous calculated ORP position, a ratio is determined which
can be used to calculate a new ORP. By using this ratio each ORP of a word
will be optimized to be as left balanced as possible. For example, if the word
consists of 13 characters, the initial ORP character position will be at character
number 7. Then a ratio will be determined which is used to make the ORP as left
balanced as possible by shifting and recalculating a new ORP using the Spirtz
algorithm.

3 Method

3.1 Tools and setup

The web application used in this study implemented the Javascript Developer
Kit from Spritz and was optimized for mobile use. To make the prerequisites
equal among the users, the device chosen for the tests was an iPhone 5S with iOS
version 8.3, the application used with the Safari web browser, and the brightness
level set to 40%.

The texts used in this experiment consisted of three demo texts and three
primary test texts. The texts were chosen from the Swedish national exams from
the year 2011 with a degree of difficulty set for upper secondary education [9].
All of the texts are from the English Reading section of the exam and range in
the difficulty levels from English 5 to English 6 (formerly known as English A
and English B). The demo texts consisted of 275 to 490 words and the test texts
of 170 to 360 words.

The reason for this text length and difficulty level was to make it simple for
the users to understand the text since all users have Swedish as their native lan-
guage and have learned English as a foreign language (EFL). Studies have shown
that reading comprehension and reading rate will be about 30% to 50% lower
when reading texts in English as a user with EFL or L2 (second language). [7]
Another reason to why the experiment uses English texts is due to when this
study was done, the Spritz implementation did not support Swedish.

3.2 Methodology

The evaluation method used in this study was a semi-structured focused group [10].
This method was chosen to make sure that the test environment was controlled
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and equal for all the users throughout the test, so that no external factors were
interrupting the focus of the user as well as the same device was used with the
same settings for all users.

This type of evaluation method was decided upon after comparing different
methods such as a quantitative method in which the test could have been dis-
tributed to a broader group of users, generating a larger amount of test results.
[10] However, one of the main disadvantages of quantitative testing is the uncon-
trolled environment and not being able to control some of the external factors,
which is an important variable when analyzing the reading rate and comprehen-
sion level. The test results might differ depending on whether the user was able
to focus or not while reading the texts. [4]

3.3 User tests

A total of 20 users, 10 male and 10 female, participated in this study. They
included 16 students from Umeå University, all from the Interaction and Design
program, and the four remaining had various occupations. The age of the users
in the experiment ranged from 20 to 33 years old. According to Jacob Nielsen
the number of users in a test to be able to generate adequate results should be
around 19 to 20 [11]. The users in this study were chosen because they had the
same type of education and experience in using mobile devices while reading
texts or articles. The tests were conducted during spring 2015 in Sweden, in
Umeå and Uppsala.

All of the users got to read all of the texts in one session. To get familiar
with the Spritz implementation and to reduce variables such as confusion and
stress, the users were initially set up for a 4 minutes demo of the program and
read three demo texts with no follow-up questions with a setting of 350 words
per minute. When the demo was done, the primary test began with the same
setting of word per minute as in the demo to maintain the same reading rate.
The primary test consisted of three test texts and the users read each text one
at a time and answered the according follow-up questions. A total of 8 follow-up
questions were answered. The order in which the users read the three test texts
were as equally distributed as possible among the participants.

4 Results

Data from this study shows the comprehension level of each participant which
have read the three different test texts using the Spritz implementation, set at
reading rate of 350 words per minute (wpm), on a mobile device. The average
age of the participants was 24.9 years with a standard deviation (SD) of 3.3
years. The experiment consisted of a total of eight questions and a maximum
amount of 160 correct answers, if all of the 20 participants would have answered
correctly on all of the questions. The results show a total of 118 of 160 correct
answers which gives an average comprehension level of 73.75% (SD = 17.6%) as
shown in Table 1.
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Participant Text 1
(n=3)

Text 2
(n=2)

Text 3
(n=3)

Total
(n=8)

Comprehension level
(%)

P1 2 2 3 7 87.5
P2 3 2 3 8 100
P3 1 0 3 4 50
P4 3 1 2 6 75
P5 3 2 1 7 87.5
P6 0 1 3 4 50
P7 0 1 3 4 50
P8 3 1 2 6 75
P9 0 2 2 4 50
P10 1 1 3 5 62.5
P11 3 1 3 7 87.5
P12 1 2 3 6 75
P13 2 2 1 6 75
P14 3 2 2 7 87.5
P15 2 2 2 6 75
P16 3 2 3 8 100
P17 1 2 1 4 50
P18 1 1 3 5 62.5
P19 3 1 2 6 75
P20 3 2 3 8 100
Total 38 30 50 118 73.75

Table 1: Amount of correct answers and comprehension level. (n = number of questions)

When comparing the different texts the results show that Text 3 had the
highest total amount of correct answers, with 50 out of 60 (83.33% comprehen-
sion level) with an average of 2.5 correct answers per person (SD = 0.37). The
text with the lowest amount of correct answers was Text 1 with a score of 38
out of 60 correct answers (63.33% comprehension level) and an average score of
1.9 per person (SD = 0.48).

To compare the result of this study against what is considered as a good
comprehension level (70% or greater) a 1-proportion test was made with the
following variables:

The null hypothesis is set to compare the result of a 73.75% comprehension
level with a 70% comprehension level. The alternative hypothesis shows whether
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or not the scores significantly (alpha = 0.05) diverge from each other. The out-
come shows a p-value of 0.3032 and therefore the null hypothesis can not be
rejected, which means that it is not possible to significantly determine if the
scores diverge.

A 2-proportion test was made to compare the results from this study with the
study conducted by Fraser [7] in which 95 participants with English as second
language (L2) read texts the common way, where the full text is presented to
the user directly. The study from Fraser measured an average reading rate of
183 words per minute with a comprehension level of 71.57%.

The null hypothesis is set to determine if the comprehension level of these
two studies is equal and the alternative hypothesis shows if the scores diverge
significantly (alpha = 0.05). The p-value from this proportion test was 0.59 and
the null hypothesis can not be rejected, consequently it is not possible to show
a significant divergence between the comprehension levels.

5 Discussion

The amount of correct answers of the follow-up questions was analyzed. The
reading rate was set to 350 words per minute for all users throughout the test.
By evaluating these two factors, the reading rate and the comprehension level,
the results from this experiment show an average reading comprehension level
of 73.75%, which indicates a result equal to a good comprehension level of 70%
or more [7].

According to the result of the 1-proportion test, it is not possible to show
a significant divergence between a comprehension level of 70% versus 73.75%.
Therefore, one interpretation is that the result is neither higher nor lower than
70% and consequently it is possible to maintain a good comprehension level with
a higher reading rate, which was the hypothesis this study was set to evaluate.

It is interesting to compare the result of this study with the one done by
Fraser because of the fact that the reading rate is almost twice as fast using
RSVP with ORP and the Spritz implementation, 183 wpm versus 350 wpm.
The 2-proportion test show no significant difference between the two methods
of reading texts and one conclusion is that this indicates an equality of the
methods considering the comprehension level. The experiment done by Fraser
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was not conducted using a mobile device and therefore the results could vary.
However, users read text using the same method regardless of whether text is
being presented on a mobile device or a piece of paper since the full text is still
available directly compared to showing one word at a time.

The result of the comparison is worth considering because it points towards
the possibility of improving the common way of reading by using the RSVP with
ORP method instead, with an increased reading rate while still maintaining a
good comprehension level.

5.1 The level of difficulty of the texts

To be able to achieve comparable data, one important consideration is the dif-
ficulty level of the texts used in the experiment. Therefore, all of the texts are
from the Swedish national exam with a level of difficulty set to English 5. One
interesting discovery is that the results show a significant difference in compre-
hension level when comparing Text 3 with the highest score (83%) and Text 1
with the lowest score (63%). A possible reason might be due to how the texts dif-
fer in both the language complexity and in the level of difficulty of the follow-up
questions.

Text 1 is a relatively short text consisting of 170 words with a more formal
and academic language, and the follow-up question are designed to focus on un-
derstanding the underlying meaning of the text and specific sentences. Text 3
is a bit longer with approximately 360 words with a structure resembling the
fiction genre and could therefore be more recognizable and simpler to assimilate.
Also, the follow-up question focuses more on specific information, such as names
and places, which might be easier to remember using the short-term memory
which this type of method stresses [12]. Exactly what the difference of the com-
prehension level between the texts depends on requires further research and is
not in the scope of this study.

5.2 Validity and reliability

To show more measurable and comparable results it would have been more
suitable if each participant also read the given test texts using the common way
of reading as a method on a mobile device, instead of comparing the results to
other already completed studies. This would have showed more individual results,
with data that reflects how the different methods diverge. Another advantage of
conducting the test of this method in the same study as the one using RSVP
with ORP method is to make them follow the same conditions e.g. texts which
are the same in length and amount of follow-up questions and also being able to
control the level of difficulty.

Further improvements of this study would have been to do the experiment
on more users to be able to draw more statistically reliable conclusions. Worth
mentioning is in both of the proportion tests data is assumed to be normally
distributed even though the number of participants only was 20. According to
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recommendations the minimum amount of people should be 30 or more if normal
distribution should apply. [13]

6 Conclusion

To be able to read text at a high reading rate and still comprehend a large amount
of the content could increase the efficiency of how we process the immense flow
of information today [14]. The findings in this study indicate that it is possible
to increase the reading rate considerably (350 wpm) and still be able to maintain
a good (70% or higher) comprehension level while reading a text on a mobile
device.

The experiment conducted in this study made use of Spritz technology but
there are other similar technologies on the market today which also utilize RSVP
with ORP as a reading method [15]. One suggestion of an area of application
where this method of reading could be useful is when the user wants to skim or
scan through a longer text or perhaps an e-mail using a mobile device while on,
for example, the bus or the train. The availability and the efficiency of this type
of technology and method could increase the interest for users to apply this way
of reading in their daily lives.
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Abstract. The increasing use of smartphones to access the web makes
development of mobile friendly websites a relevant topic in the field of
web development. This article sets out to compare efficiency between two
navigation techniques for mobile websites, off-canvas and scrollable tabs
navigation, to conclude which the most efficient method is. To compare
the two methods, an experiment was conducted where each participant
was clocked as they performed navigation tasks. The results showed that
the off-canvas method has a significantly lower average task execution
time than the scrollable tabs method.

1 Introduction

Back in 2009 31% of smartphones owners in America used their smartphones
to access the web and by 2012 that number had increased to 55%. As of 2013
60% of smartphones owners in America access the web from their phone and
out of these 60%, one in five uses their phone as the primary device to access
the web [1]. This is a fairly large number of users that will mostly visit websites
from a device with a small screen area. These numbers indicate the importance
of good mobile web design to create a good user experience for the visitors.

As most website visitors attempt to find something or get something done,
it is a good idea to start by examining the websites navigation when creating
a good user experience. This is where most visitors start to look to figure out
the purpose and objective of the website. The navigation should answer the
questions, “what can I do at this website?” and “how am I supposed to use this
website?”. [2]

In mobile web design one navigation method called off-canvas navigation
has gained a great deal of popularity in recent years. The off-canvas method
main characteristics are that the navigation objects are outside of the phones
screen area and when the user wants to use the navigation, the objects are
moved on to the screen. This method is used by six out of the ten most visited
websites in the US, including large global sites such as google.com, youtube.com
and amazon.com [3, 4]. Even though the off-canvas navigation is popular, some
people are questioning the efficiency of this navigation method, arguing that a
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navigation method with all, or at least most, of the navigation objects on screen
at all time would be more efficient [5–7].

The problem is that in the present situation there is no obvious method
where navigation objects are always present on the screen that will work in
every situation. But there are methods that show potential. One of those is the
so-called scrollable tabs method. With this method, the navigation is positioned
at the top of the screen and the navigation objects are spread in a single row.
The user navigates by “swiping” horizontally, left and right, to reveal objects
that are outside of the screen area [8].

Unfortunately, not much research has been done on this navigation method.
Therefore the main objective of this paper is to compare the navigation method
off-canvas and the method scrollable tabs to find out which one is the most
effective. The efficiency is measured by the time it takes for a user to navigate
from one website to another. This article presents a survey that measures the
participants effectiveness when they perform navigation tasks on the two dif-
ferent methods. The hypothesis and expected result for this study is that the
off-canvas method will be less effective than the scrollable tabs method.

The outline of this article is as follows. First, a short definition of some com-
mon terms used in this paper. Second, a brief description of the two navigation
methods, followed by a background on previous work within the area of mobile
usability and web navigation. Next the method for the survey is presented fol-
lowed by the results. Finally, a discussion about the results is presented and a
conclusion is drawn.

1.1 Definitions used in this paper

Smartphone: In this paper the word smartphone will be used to describe a
mobile cell phone with touchscreen as its source for input and a screen size of at
least 3.0 inches and no more than 5.2 inches.

2 Background

2.1 Navigation methods

The off-canvas method, Figure 1, is a navigation method that hides the nav-
igation from the user until the user explicitly tells the website to reveal the
menu. This is usually done by clicking a button or performing a gesture [9]. This
method is used to save screen area on small screen devices and by doing so, the
content of the website gets more space.

The other navigation method that will be tested in this article is the so called
scrollable tabs, Figure 2. This method displays the navigation as a horizontal
bar with a “tab” like look. And as the name suggests the tab-bar can be moved
horizontally by swiping it left and right. As the navigation is moved horizontally
the objects within the navigation bar can be fully visible, partly visible and none
visible. This means that there will always be objects inside the screen area and
some objects outside of the screen area.
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Fig. 1. Off-canvas: .

Fig. 2. Scrollable tabs:.
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2.2 Mobile usability

Designing for smartphones can be difficult and most of the time a real struggle.
The primary reason for this is the small screen area, but other difficulties like in-
convenient input methods and generally long download times also contributes to
the difficulties. To complicate development even further the demand for efficient
solutions are even higher on a smartphone than on a desktop device. Users are
often on the move and want to quickly find the information they seek or perform
the task they set out to do. [10] The problem with the small screen area usu-
ally occurs due to the desire to squeeze the same amount of information as the
desktop website holds within the much smaller screen area of e.g. a smartphone.

2.3 Web navigation

Years of user experience design and development has led to a few basic conven-
tions for how information usually is distributed on a website for desktop usage.
These conventions are based on where and what most visitors expect to find on
the website and have evolved over many years [2]. As Steve Krug mentions in
his book “Don’t make me think” [2], the convention for navigation on the web is
to place the primary navigation for the website near the top of the page or down
the left side. The primary navigation also indicates which page on the web site
the visitor is currently viewing. This is usually done by highlighting the selected
option in the navigation menu. Finally the visitor is used to see a website’s ID or
logo somewhere on the top of the website. All of these conventions are essential
to create a good user experience. Without them the visitors will have a hard time
figuring out what website they are visiting, where on the website they currently
are and what they can do/find on the website [2].

The conventions for mobile web design are not yet as clear as they are for
desktop web design. This is due to the fact that the field of mobile web design
is still very young in comparison to the field of web design. Jakob Nielsen has
compared the current state of mobile web design with the state of web design
back in 1997 [10]. Although there are some conventions that holds for both
mobile and regular web design [11, 12], the considerably smaller screen area on
smartphones infers that not all of the conventions hold. Because of the small
screen area, it is difficult to present both navigation and the website’s logo
without using too much screen area. An attempt to solve this problem is to use
a navigation method that hides the navigation until the users needs it.

3 Method

The main focus of this study is to examine the efficiency of two navigation
methods for the mobile web. The efficiency is measured by the time it takes for
participants to perform navigation tasks. Each participant was asked to perform
four tasks on each navigation method, making it a total of eight tasks per par-
ticipant. One half of the test group started with the off-canvas method and the
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other half with the scrollable tabs method. This was done to not prioritize one
method over the other.

The methodology used for the experiment is what Rubin et al. describes as
the minimalistic portable test lab. This method was chosen so that it would be
easy to find participants and cost efficient to perform each test [13]. Even though
the test was portable it was conducted in a controlled environment where every
participant performed the test on the same device with the same settings. This
was done to exclude the possibility that different phone models and different
settings would affect the outcome of the experiment. As it was crucial for the
experiment that the participants were clocked from the moment they received
the instruction to the moment they had performed the task, the experiment had
to be supervised on site by the instructor. The instructor used a stopwatch to
clock the participant.

The tests was conducted on a HTC one M7 with a 4.7 inch display (resolution
of 1,920 * 1,080 progressive scan and 468 PPI) [14], running Android 5.0.2 and
the brightness of the screen was set to 90%. The web browser used to view the
websites was Google Chrome version 41.0.2272.96.

3.1 Websites

Two websites were created to test the hypothesis, one for each navigation method.
Apart from the visual appearance of the navigation method the content of the
websites were exactly the same. Since one of the most popular activities on the
mobile web is to read news, the websites were designed as fictional news por-
tals [15, 16]. Figure 3 displays the design of the off-canvas method and Figure 5
displays the design of the scrollable tabs method.

Fig. 3. Off-canvas navigation: Closed and opened menu.
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Fig. 4. Scrollable tabs: Menu at starting position and menu swipped to the left.

3.2 Pilot Testing

A pilot test was conducted, i.e. a test session before the real test, to make sure
that the methodology of the survey was easy for the participants to understand
and to ensure that the participants would be able to perform the tasks they
were asked to do. [17] This pilot test proved to be really helpful in spotting
the potential problems with the structure of the test before any real testing
was done. One problem was that many of the participants were unfamiliar with
the scrollable tabs method and therefore did not know how to operate it and
in contrast the participants were very familiar with the off-canvas method and
how to operate it. Since this clearly meant that the efficiency would be lower for
the scrollable tabs simply because the participants had never used the method
before the test had to be slightly altered.

A “warm-up” routine was included in the beginning of test so that each
participant had a chance to get familiar with both navigation methods. This
“warm-up” routine was conducted on a website with different pages, structure
and content than the main test so that the participant would not learn any
patterns while performing it.

The pilot test also revealed some interesting details about the implementation
of the scrollable tabs navigation. The height of the menu needed to be increased
slightly because it was difficult for the participants to use. Studies have shown
that items that users are suppose to control with their fingertips should be
approximately 7-10 mm in height to enhance usability [18, 19]. Therefore the
height of the scrollable tabs was updated to approximately 8.5 mm.

3.3 Participants

13 subjects were randomly chosen to participate in the experiment. Their age
differed from 17 years to 64 years, with a mean value of 34.9 years and a standard
deviation 14.3 years. The gender distribution among the participants was nine
males and four females. Participants were selected without major restrictions,
since 91% of Sweden’s population (where the study was conducted) have access
to the internet, and 72% have access to touchscreen phones [20].
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3.4 Procedure

Experimental sessions were separated into four sections:

1. Instructing participant about test procedural.
2. Participant performing the “warm-up” routine.
3. Participant performing one task at a time.
4. Follow up questions about the overall experience of the two navigation meth-

ods.

Since the navigation between objects in the scrollable tabs method is per-
formed differently depending on whether the object is outside the screen area or
not, the tasks were chosen with this method in mind.

In the first task the participants could see a piece of the navigation object
they were looking for. The second task required the participant to swipe the
navigation to the left to reveal the object that was outside of the screen area. In
the third task the participant was able to see the entire object they were looking
for. Finally for the fourth task the participant would need to swipe the entire
navigation back to the starting position, meaning the navigation object was not
inside the screen area but the participant had knowledge of the object’s position.

The tasks were as follows:

1. Navigate to category "Nöje".
2. Navigate to category "Utrikes".
3. Navigate to category "Ekonomi".
4. Navigate to category "Start".

The execution time for a task was measured by clocking the participants
from the moment they received the instructions to the moment the participants
clicked on the correct link. By doing this no network response time interfered
with the results.

4 Results

The average execution time for all of the navigation tasks on the off-canvas
method was 2.4 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.6 seconds. For scrollable
tabs the average execution time was 3.0 seconds with a standard deviation of
1.0 second. The fastest average time per task was the task to navigate back to
the start screen when using the off-canvas method. It took the participants an
average of 1.9 seconds to complete the task with a standard deviation of 0.2
seconds. The task with the slowest average execution time was the task when
the participants was required to swipe the navigation to the left to reveal the
object that was outside of the screen area. It took the participants an average
of 3.4 seconds to complete the task with a standard deviation of 0.9 seconds.
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Off-canvas navigation* Scrollable tabs
Tasks

Participant One Two Three Four One Two Three Four
P1* 2.4 s 2.1 s 2.1 s 2.0 s 3.4 s 3.9 s 3.3 s 3.3 s
P2* 2.5 s 4.4 s 3.1 s 2.1 s 3.1 s 2.2 s 1.9 s 2.2 s
P3 2.6 s 4.8 s 3.2 s 2.5 s 4.1 s 4.5 s 3.9 s 6.3 s
P4 1.9 s 2.3 s 2.2 s 1.8 s 3.4 s 3.8 s 2.8 s 3.3 s
P5* 2.0 s 2.5 s 2.5 s 1.8 s 3.8 s 4.7 s 3.8 s 4.2 s
P6* 2.1 s 2.5 s 2.3 s 1.9 s 3.0 s 3.6 s 2.2 s 3.1 s
P7 2.3 s 2.2 s 2.3 s 2.0 s 2.6 s 2.8 s 2.4 s 2.7 s
P8* 1.7 s 2.1 s 2.0 s 1.9 s 2.1 s 2.6 s 1.8 s 2.4 s
P9* 2.1 s 2.5 s 2.6 s 2.1 s 2.4 s 3.4 s 2.1 s 3.0 s
P10 2.3 s 2.5 s 2.3 s 2.2 s 2.9 s 5.4 s 2.4 s 4.3 s
P11* 2.2 s 2.6 s 2.2 s 1.9 s 2.1 s 2.5 s 1.9 s 2.1 s
P12* 2.1 s 2.3 s 4.2 s 1.7 s 2.0 s 2.4 s 1.8 s 2.2 s
P13 2.0 s 2.2 s 2.3 s 1.8 s 2.5 s 2.9 s 2.0 s 3.0 s
Average 2.2 s 2.7 s 2.6 s 1.9 s 2.9 s 3.4 s 2.5 s 3.2 s

Table 1. Execution time of tasks measured in seconds. * Indicates that the participant
tested the off-canvas method first.

Through a paired t-test a significant difference in average time between the
methods could be claimed.

Fig. 5. Paired t test for mean execution time of the two methods
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5 Discussion

Contrary to the hypothesis, the results showed that the off-canvas method is in
fact faster than the scrollable-tabs method. However many of the participants
stated that they had seen and used the off-canvas method many times before and
felt more comfortable using this method than the scrollable tabs, even after they
had performed the “warm-up” routine. The participants declared that their main
issue with the scrollable tabs was the swiping of the navigation bar. Evidence of
this can also be found in the results. The only task performed on the scrollable
tabs that has a mean value similar to the tasks for the off-canvas method was the
one when the entire object were within the screen area, meaning the participant
was not required to swipe the navigation bar. The reason behind this could be
due to poor implementation of the navigation method or it could be a technique
that needs repetitive learning to master. The participants might have had the
same issues when they first used the off-canvas method.

One interesting aspect of the result is that one of the tasks performed on the
off-canvas method was significantly faster than the other three, even though each
task in this method follows the same procedure. It seems that the participants
found it easier to recognize navigation objects with a shorter text representation.

The scrollable tabs methods discussed in this paper has its limitations. It is
only functional on websites were the hierarchy of pages is one or two levels deep.
Any more levels of navigation would infer that the navigation bar would take up
large portions of the screen area.

6 Conclusion

The main hypnotises was proven wrong. The off-canvas method is not less effi-
cient than the scrollable tabs method. In fact the results actually suggest that
the off-canvas method is more efficient than the scrollable tabs method. Further
an efficient navigation method does not inherently imply that the navigation
method provides a good user experience. Efficiency is just one component of
good usability. Steve Krug defines usability as:

“A Person of average ability and experience can figure out how to use the
thing (i.e. learnable) to accomplish something (effective) without it being more
trouble than it is worth (efficient).” [2]

So the choice of the navigation method should be based on what generates a
good user experience, and not only on which method that is most efficient.
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Abstract. There is a large amount of usability guidelines for web forms
on desktop computers. Since the interaction methods for mobile devices
with touch screens differs from desktop computers, these form usability
guidelines might differ for mobile devices. Designing a good and usable
web form includes choosing appropriate input field types. This article
presents an evaluation of different input field types on mobile devices,
and presents how well users can interact with these in different situa-
tions. Three input field types with the purpose of single selection have
been evaluated and compared: Radio buttons, select fields and text fields
with auto completion. An automated user experiment has been made to
evaluate the input field types, where the experiment software measured
time consumption and committed errors by the participants. The exper-
iment reached a total of 41 participants and the results show that radio
buttons caused most errors overall but were also the fastest input field
type, although the differences were quite small.

1 Introduction

Today, web pages, applications and other online services can be accessed from
even the smallest devices. Since the introduction of smartphones, the amount of
data exchange between mobile devices and web servers are increasing every day.
To collect data or provide information from users, most applications use web
forms, e.g., registration forms, surveys or contact forms. However, the user’s
main goal is not to fill in a form [1], which is why forms should cause as little
pain and frustration as possible. Studies have shown that the completion rate
of a form can increase by 10% to 40% just by redesigning the form[2], proving
that a well designed web form can be a crucial part of a webpage and motivate
users to complete forms. Much research discusses how forms can be designed for
best usability on desktop computers. Some of these researchers evaluate differ-
ences between input field types[1, 3, 4], and some present general guidelines for
designing web forms[2, 5]. However, mobility combined with smaller screens and
keyboards are critical conditions that changes how the interaction takes place
between the user and its device. Therefore, desktop applications have different
usability standards than mobile applications. Due to the ongoing increase of
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mobile users, it is essential that the application designers have these usability
differences in mind[6].

Wroblewski states that there is more than one right answer of how a good
form is designed. The goal of the form, the needs of the user and the context of
the form are major aspects to consider when designing the form. In other words,
a mobile application designer cannot just rely on a set of rules.[2] However, the
selection of appropriate input field types is required when designing forms with
good usability.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate and illuminate usability differences
between different input field types on mobile devices. In particular, this article
evaluates single selection input fields, where users can select one option among
many, e.g., selecting their home country or month of birth. The goal of the
evaluation is to present how well mobile users can interact with the input field
types in different situations. The input fields are evaluated with the following
aspects in mind:

1. Time: The amount of time it takes for users to select the desired option.
2. Accuracy: The amount of errors users commit before the desired option is

selected.

2 Background

2.1 Forms and input field types

Forms, also known as web forms, are a significant part of the web and have been
the generic way to share information from a client or user[7] for a long time.
There are many ways of interacting with a form today. The interaction method
depends on what input field type that has been chosen by the designer. Here are
some examples of different input field types:

– Text field: Users can write text in a text box.
Typical usage: Type user name, or search

– Select field: Users can select one option in a drop-down menu.
Typical usage: Select language or home country

– Check box: Users can select many options by selecting the corresponding
boxes
Typical usage: Choose categories for a blog post or accepting terms

– Radio button: Users can select one option by selecting the corresponding
radio button
Typical usage: Select gender or size of clothing

The amount of different input field types have grown since HTML5 was in-
troduced[7]. Selecting an appropriate input field type for a specific question or
purpose can be difficult since some of the input field types have a similar scope of
use. For example, both radio buttons and select fields are single selection input
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fields and can be used when the user is supposed to choose gender. Additionally,
it is possible to extend the functionality of some input field types. For example,
a text field can be extended with auto-complete so users can enter information
more accurately and efficiently [8]. A common example of this are the sugges-
tions that Google provides when the user is typing a search, see figure 1. Auto
completion can turn a text field into a single or a multi selection field. Further
on in this article, the text field with auto completion gets called Auto complete.

Fig. 1. Auto complete for a text field. Google provides suggestions when searching.

Single selection input field types (radio buttons, select fields and auto com-
plete) have one thing in common: The user can only select one option among
many. Therefore, these types of input fields have been evaluated in this article.
Radio buttons and select fields on desktop applications have been compared by
other researchers, where radio buttons were faster than select fields when a single
question was presented[3]. One study showed that this also stands for a multiple
question form, although the results could not be replicated in a second study[4].

2.2 Usability

To evaluate usability for forms on mobile devices, a definition of what usability is
needed. Before evaluating the usability of the input field types, some guidelines
must exist regarding what to evaluate. Nielsen defines usability with these 5
components[9]:

– Learnability: How easy is it for users to complete a task?
– Efficiency: How quickly can the users perform a task?
– Memorability: Can the users remember how to complete tasks?
– Errors: How and how often does users make errors?
– Satisfaction: What is the users attitude to use the current design?

Since mobile forms are no longer a new type of interaction, this article focuses
on efficiency(time) and errors(accuracy) rather than learnability or memorabil-
ity, although they can be related in many ways. Additionally, these are two
components that cause much frustration for users, which should be avoided[10].

2.3 What is a ”mobile device”?

The market of mobile devices has grown from only smart phones to also con-
taining both tablets and smart watches in different sizes. The targeted devices
for this article are smart phones with screen sizes from 3” to 6”, where touch
screens are used to interact with the interface.
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3 Method

There are many ways to collect data and design user experiments to evaluate
user interfaces and experiences. Since the focus in this article is ”what people do”
rather than ”what people think and/or say”, the user experience evaluation can
be described as behavioral rather than attitudinal[11]. The main questions in this
article start with ”how many”(errors) and ”how much”(time) which means that
the answers are strictly mathematical. Therefore, a qualitative research method
is better suited for this user experience evaluation[11]. To reach statistical signif-
icance in a quantitative research method, at least 20 users should participate in
the experiment[12]. To make sure that the results are valid, a goal of 40 partici-
pants was set for the experiment. That amount of users combined with a limited
amount of time made the choice of method simple: An automated and unmoder-
ated study. This type of experiment enables more than enough test results and
additionally, it enables us to distribute the experiment to a broader group of
users. A disadvantage with this method is usually that it is impossible to control
the users environment which means that some users may be distracted or have
lower cellular signal, which are critical factors in mobile usability testing[13].

3.1 Designing the experiment

An automated and unmoderated test implies that the users should be able to
go through the experiment in their current environment without any help from
moderators. To accomplish this, a simple web application was developed, which
any user could access through a web browser with their smart phone. The web
application contained instructions and forms that included three questions the
participants answered by interacting with the evaluated input field types(select
fields, radio buttons and auto complete). Since the test was unmoderated, the
web application itself measured the time and calculated the number of errors.

Users can experience an input field type in different ways, depending on the
question and the available answer alternatives. In some situations, hundreds of
answer alternatives are listed and in other cases, there’s only a few answers
alternatives available. To cover most situations, three different questions(with
different number of answer alternatives) were asked per each input field type,
meaning that each participant answered a total of 9 questions. The three ques-
tions were:

– What country do you live in? (Over 200 alternatives)
– Which month were you born in? (12 alternatives)
– Which is your favorite season? (4 alternatives)

To be able to compare the results, the questions listed above were chosen to
be as similar as possible by following these rules:

– The number of answer alternatives are limited.
– The participants know which alternatives that are available instinctively.
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– Any alternative could be a correct answer.
– The participants know their correct answer instinctively.

The participants were invited randomly via Facebook, where a link to the
experiment was posted. A total of 51 persons participated, although 10 of the
tests became invalidated because of software errors or because the participant
didn’t finish the experiment. 52% of the participants were using an iPhone while
48% used Android.

3.2 The experiment application

The experiment software was a responsive web application written in Php, de-
signed to work on any modern web browser, yet the participants could only start
the test if they were using a smart phone. To complete the experiment, the users
had to read instructions and pass a total of 9 steps. Each step included one of
the questions which the users answered by interacting with one of the input field
types before submitting the step by clicking a ”next step”-button. The questions
and input field types were sorted according to table 1.

Step Question Input field type
1 What country do you live in? Auto complete
2 Which month were you born in? Radio buttons
3 Which is your favorite season? Select field
4 Which is your favorite season? Radio buttons
5 What country do you live in? Select field
6 Which month were you born in? Auto complete
7 What country do you live in? Radio buttons
8 Which month were you born in? Select field
9 Which is your favorite season? Auto complete

Table 1. Each step in the user experiment contained a question and an input field
type

The amount of time and errors for each user and step were measured by
the application itself during the experiment. The error variable was based on
how many times the user changed its answer before submitting each step. After
the first selection, the error variable was increased every time the user selected
a new alternative. The time consumption were measured by the web server by
comparing the start timestamp with the submission timestamp of each step.
Each completed test resulted in 18 variables and these were saved in a Mysql
database.

Before each experiment started, the users were welcomed with an introduc-
tion of the study and some instructions(see figure 2), letting them know which
three questions they were about to answer. The participants were asked com-
plete the experiment without taking a break and the time measurement was
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mentioned. However, the instructions were written with a hidden motive to pre-
vent the participants from stress (which could cause more errors).

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the instructions for the user experiment.

A screenshot of a step is seen in figure 3. To provide a well designed web
application, the forms and input fields were designed with these guidelines in
mind:

– Bootstrap3 were used as Css boilerplate
– All answer alternatives were sorted alphabetically[5]
– Every label was placed on top of the input field [14]
– The participants received visual feedback when they made choices[15]

Fig. 3. Screenshot of step 5 in the user experiment
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4 Results

The experiment reached a total of 41 participants. The average amount of time
spent with each input field type is presented in figure 4. Users spent an average
of 10,91 seconds with the auto complete input type, 12.16 seconds with the select
fields and 8.17 seconds with the radio button questions.

Fig. 4. The average amount of time(seconds) spent with each input field type

The total amount of errors that the users committed for each input field type
is presented in figure 5. A total of 2 errors were made using the auto complete
fields, 1 error using the select fields and 10 errors were committed using the radio
buttons.

Fig. 5. The total amount of errors users made on each input field type.
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The average time consumption and the total amount of errors of each step
are presented in table 2.

Step Question Input field type Errors Time(sec)
1 What country do you live in? Auto complete 2 14.41
2 Which month were you born in? Radio buttons 2 7.06
3 Which is your favorite season? Select field 1 9.76
4 Which is your favorite season? Radio buttons 5 6.81
5 What country do you live in? Select field 0 19.59
6 Which month were you born in? Auto complete 0 9.7
7 What country do you live in? Radio buttons 3 10.63
8 Which month were you born in? Select field 0 7.13
9 Which is your favorite season? Auto complete 0 8.62

Table 2. Each steps’ total amount of errors and average time

The standard deviation for the average time consumption on each input field
type is presented in figure 6. The standard deviation was 7,28 seconds for the
auto complete field, 9,26 seconds for the select field and 8,61 seconds for the
radio button field.

Fig. 6. The standard deviation of time consumption on each input field type
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5 Discussion

A high amount of test results were collected and the results implies that there are
usability differences between the input field types on mobile devices in different
situations. However, the differences can be seen as quite small. No calculations
have been made whether the results are statistically significant, which would
make the results more credible.

An interesting and surprising result is that auto complete fields causes very
few errors. Compared to the other input field types, auto complete is a new way of
interacting with forms, and the only input field in this evaluation where the users
use their keyboard. If designers and developers could improve auto complete
fields even more in the future, it could be used in many different situations.

Even though the radio buttons were the fastest input field type, designers
should probably consider using select- or auto complete fields instead when the
answer alternatives are many, because of how much space the radio buttons takes
on a smaller screen. To find out the preferable option in this case, a qualitative
user study would be a suitable method.

There are some flaws with the user experiment. Each step contained of one
question. The results could differ if all questions were presented at the same page
and in the same form. Therefore, the results and the conclusions can only be
considered when designing a single question form, or a form divided into several
steps. The participants and the results are probably also affected by the design
of test software and the fact that the experiment was unmoderated. First, the
experiment software were a web application which could cause troubles. Due to
users’ dissimilar cellular signal, the time measurement could be inaccurate. For
better accuracy and usability, a native application for Android, iOS or Windows
Phone would have to be developed. This would also mean that the design of the
input fields would match the operating system’s standard design better which
could improve the usability. Secondly, since the experiment was unmoderated,
it was impossible to know whether the users understood the instructions or
questions and the time measurement could also be inaccurate because of users
getting interrupted. The relatively large standard deviation on the average time
spent on each input field can be a hint that some users were not completely
focused during the test.
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6 Conclusions

This study aimed to evaluate and illuminate possible usability differences regard-
ing time consumption and error provoking between radio buttons, select fields
and auto complete fields on mobile devices. The study showed that there is a dif-
ference between the input field types regarding both aspects. The results could
be taken into consideration when designing forms for mobile devices, especially
single question forms.

To summarize the results into usable information for application or web de-
signers, pros and cons for each evaluated input field are presented in table 3.

Input field type Pros Cons

Auto complete Causes few errors overall. Causes errors when there are
many answer alternatives.

Select field Causes few errors overall. Slow when the options are many.

Radio buttons The fastest input field type over-
all and on all questions.

Causes most errors overall. The
only input type that caused er-
rors for all questions.

Table 3. Pros and cons with the evaluated input field types

Due to the flaws of the user experiment and the small differences in the
results it is hard to present general guidelines for when to use which input field
type. However, four significant conclusions is presented below:

1. Given that low time consumption of the form matters most, radio buttons
could be a good choice for any type of single selection question.

2. When there were 12 answer alternatives, the select field and the radio but-
tons performed almost identically regarding time consumption. However, the
select field did not cause any errors while the radio buttons caused 2 errors.
Therefor, the select field could be a better choice in this case.

3. Select fields are much slower than the others when there are many(>200)
answer alternatives. Therefor, another input field could be a better choice in
this case.

4. The auto complete field has the median value of the average time consump-
tion. Also, the standard deviation is lowest for the auto complete field and
it causes few errors overall. This implies that auto complete fields performs
similar regardless of the answer alternatives. Therefor, the auto complete
field are close to be an appropriate choice in any situation.
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Abstract. This paper evaluates and aims to provide improvement sug-
gestions for the payment interface used by the cashier of a Point of Sale
(POS) system. The evaluated system is solely used and developed by
one retail chain. Functions that handle invoices, foreign currency, article
search, repurchase and complaints lie outside the scope of this study.
The interface design was evaluated by �rst using qualitative interviews
and then questionnaires to further investigate speci�c questions and dis-
crepancies from the interviewees. Through these interviews parts of the
interface were identi�ed as better or worse, such as: colour-coded but-
tons, �nished amounts for payments or problems to handle discounts,
cancelling card purchases, display listed articles. Changing the interface
design based on the suggestions for improvement in this paper can make
the interface more e�cient and thereby reduce the cashier's workload.
These changes may also result in a better working environment mak-
ing the cashier more attentive to customer needs and misplaced articles.
This can help to prevent administrative wastage and provide for a better
customer service.

1 Introduction

A well-functioning Point of Sale (POS) system is a vital part of a store where the
store earns all of its income. One of the most important parts of the POS sys-
tem is the interface which is displayed to the cashier who handles the payments.
This part of the interface is repeated as a procedure each times a customer shops.
Therefore, there is much to gain if this part of the system is optimally suited
to its use. The cashiers are an occupational group who are exposed too much
stress. One of the causes of stress is a poorly functioning system [1].

The objective is to evaluate a POS systems interface that is displayed to the
cashier who handles the payments by credit card, cash or e-card1. Functions
that handle invoices, foreign currency, article search, repurchase and complaints
lie outside the scope of this study. The aim of this study is to provide im-
provement suggestions on how payment interfaces can be altered to reduce the

1 E-card: Electronic payment card which the customer receives as a payment from a
returned article or as a gift card.
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cashier's workload. These changes may make the cashier more attentive to cus-
tomer needs and provide a better working environment.

People tend to make errors. It's part of our nature [2]. This is reinforced by
the fact that the cashier must perform a conversation with the customer while
payments are handled. Verbal attention reduces attention to the presence of vi-
sual objects that we do not foresee [3]. The interface should be designed with this
in mind, so that the cashier can pay attention to as many misplaced products
and payments as possible, and thus reduce the administrative wastage and risk
of cash register-mistake2.

2 Background

A POS is a computer connected to a touch screen, bar scanner, receipt printer
and pole displays, which is used to manage payment from customers, returns,
etc. A POS system includes the POS computers and the network between them
[4].

2.1 Good interaction design

The most important part of a computer system is the user interface [5]. Therefore
it is necessary to have an understanding of good screen design in order to improve
the cashiers interface. To minimize the risk of fatigue and mistakes a broad
understanding is required such as how information must be visually presented to
raise human acceptance and comprehension, and how hand and eye movements
should �ow. To consider the capabilities and the limitations of the hardware
and software is also a vital part of good screen design [5]. The POS interface
design should therefore be adapted to the hardware used and how it is set up
to the cashier. It is important to reduce the actions required to complete a task
in systems that are being used by professional operators [6]. In this manner, a
system can be made more e�ective. Galitz lines up several examples in his book
(The Essential Guide to User Interface Design) of various systems in which the
interface design have been improved. In these systems the operators have not
only become faster at performing their jobs, but also making fewer errors and
with shorter decision making time. This has ultimately resulted in greater pro�ts
for the companies that use these improved interfaces.

2.2 The evaluated system

The evaluated system is a Windows-based POS system which is solely developed
and used by one retail chain. Below mockup images are simpli�ed images of the
evaluated Swedish texted interface which has been translated into English. The

2 Cash register -mistake: When a customer can't make a purchase because the cashier
cannot handle the payment.
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retail chain uses two types of POS: The �rst type with conveyor belt for handling
several payments quickly. The other type placed in the customer service without
a conveyor belt and chair. This POS are more often used for returns, complaints,
etc. Both POS uses the same type of interface and keyboard. In the evaluated

Fig. 1: Shows a mockup image to describe the appearance of the POS interface.

interface, the F-buttons have names and functions depending on where in the
payment procedure the system operates. For example the F2 button can be used
to change the number of articles, change the password or change the type of
discount. When the F2 button is used to change the cashier's password, the on
screen green button says "F2 change password". The touch screen F-buttons
and the keyboard F-button are colour coded to each other, so that the cashier
knows which keyboard button corresponds to which touch screen button. Thus
it is up to the cashier whether to use the keyboard or the touch screen. In Fig.
1 there is a box below "Description" which displays the listed articles who have
been scanned or quoted by article number.

There is a virtual keyboard on the touch screen. The interface is designed in
such a way that it can be used with both keyboard and touch screen. The place
taken up by this virtual keyboard competes with the place to display listed arti-
cles. Eight articles can be displayed simultaneously. In addition to this number
a scrolling list is used to browse. To make a payment when all articles have been
listed, the cashier presses one of the payment buttons for cash, card or e-card
depending on the type of payment to be carried out.

To remove an article the cashier must press the F5 button on the keyboard
or "F5 Remove row" on the touch screen underneath the main menu. There-
after, the article to be removed must be scanned or the article number must be
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speci�ed by keyboard. There is a button placed on the bottom bar of the screen
interface which is used to �ip between the payment mode and the other store
systems, represented by the black circle in the bottom of Fig. 1. In this paper,
this button will be called the vortex button.

To cancel a card purchases the cashier either needs to ask the customer to cancel
the purchase by pressing the Cancel button on the card terminal, or reach out
for the Cancel button himself. The actual price with discounts is shown after the
cashier has submitted the payment by pressing one of the payment buttons. All
discounts in addition to student discount must be added after the articles have
been added. In order to add or remove an article after the discounts have been
added, the cashier must �rst remove the discounts.

The POS system o�ers several sum suggestions on how the customer might pay
at a cash purchase. In this way the cashier does not have to enter the retrieved
sum manually (although it is possible), but can choose a payment proposal by
pressing it. When a cash purchase has been conducted the refund sum is dis-
played to the cashier on the screen for three seconds. The sum also appears on
the printed receipt.

3 Method

The interface design was evaluated by qualitative interviews and quantitative
questionnaires. During the �rst study, parts of the interface that were identi-
�able as better or worse were found by conducting qualitative interviews with
open questions. Then a questionnaire was created to further investigate speci�c
questions and discrepancies from the interviewees. Both surveys were conducted
in Swedish, the parts contained in this paper have been translated into English
from the interview questions, replies and the questionnaire.

3.1 Test group

All of the interviewees and the respondents who �lled in the questionnaire worked
in the same store and all have multi-annual experience of POS systems. The
�rst version of this system was installed in the store about three years ago and
since then it has been regularly updated according to current speci�cations. All
interviewees and questionnaire respondents who replied to the questionnaires
have worked with the current system since it was launched. Four interviewees
were interviewed between the ages of 35 to 47. Three of the interviewees were
male. Twelve respondents �lled in the questionnaire.

3.2 Qualitative interview questions

The goal of the interviews is to allow interviewees to describe the world as they
perceive it [7]. To achieve this, the �rst questions are designed as so-called grand
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tour questions. Subsequently interviewees were asked more speci�c questions
which arise depending on how the interviewees replied during the �rst questions.
The following questions were posed to the interviewees:

1. How would you describe the payment part of the cashiers-interface?

2. Give as many examples as you can about what is good about the interface?

3. Give as many examples as you can about what is bad with the interface?

4. How do you think a redesigning of the interface would change your work situation?

5. How do you use the virtual keyboard?

6. Other comments regarding the system?

Fig. 2: Shows the interview questions.

3.3 Method for analysing the results of the interviews

Answers to the interviews were compiled by sorting parts of the interface that
the interviewees brought up as good or bad under speci�c indications. Then the
answers were analysed by how many of the participants who had pointed out
speci�c elements of the interface.

3.4 Method for designing the questions to the quantitative

questionnaires

When the interviews were conducted some issues originated from those answers
that needed statistical backing. The following questionnaire is designed to �nd
answers to those questions:

The following questions are answered by circling a choice:

1. How often do you stand by the POS with conveyor belt instead of sitting?
A.0-25% B.25-75 % C.75-100%

2. How often do you use the virtual keyboard instead of the standard keyboard
when you enter digits to the club membership or enter articles in a POS with conveyor belt.
A.0-25% B.25-75 % C.75-100%

3. How often do you use the virtual keyboard instead of the standard keyboard
when you enter digits to the club membership or enter articles in a customer service POS?
A.0-25% B.25-75 % C.75-100%

4. In what way would you like the delete function to work?
A. As it does now with the need to scan or enter the article number.
B. By choosing a yes or no in a conferment box after pressing "F5 Remove row"? See Fig.1.

Fig. 3: Shows the questionnaire.
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4 Results

Responses from the interviews are sorted in Table 1. If half of the interviewees
or more pointed out a speci�c part of the interface, then it is sorted by the
following replies as good or bad depending on the interviewee's opinion. Table 2
shows how the interviewees answered the questionnaires.

Interviewee: A B C D

1. Virtual keyboard vs listed articles Bad Bad Bad
2. Credit card payment box Bad Bad Bad
3. Removal of articles Bad Good Good Bad
4. Vortex button Bad Bad Good Bad
5. Pricing with discounts Bad Bad Bad Bad
6. Displayed refund sum Bad Bad Bad
7. Cancelling card purchases Bad Bad Bad
8. Colour-coded buttons Good Good
9. Finished amounts for payments Good Good
10.Too many keystrokes Bad Bad

Table 1: Shows the interviewees answers.

Answer: A B C

Question 1 50 % 42 % 8 %
Question 2 66 % 33 % 0 %
Question 3 50 % 42 % 8 %
Question 4 83 % 17 %

Table 2: Shows the responses from the questionnaire in Fig. 3.

5 Discussion

The interviewees' replies seemed to show a correlation between cashiers who
stand and increased usage of the virtual keyboard. Therefore, this was investi-
gated in the questionnaires where a weak correlation could be seen. This correla-
tion was strengthened by the fact that more cashiers prefer the virtual keyboard
in customer service POS where there are no chairs. This behaviour can proba-
bly be a�ected by several factors such as how the interface is designed and how
the screen and keyboard are placed. Even if the latter lies outside the scope of
this study, it is probably important to have an understanding that these factors
a�ect the cashier and thereby how the interface should be designed. The parts
of the interface which were raised in Table 1 are discussed below:
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5.1 Virtual keyboard versus listed articles

The place taken up by the virtual keyboard competes with the place to display
listed articles. Eight articles can be displayed simultaneously. All three of the
interviewees who mentioned this problem thought that eight entered articles
were too few. Interviewee A arguing �rmly that the virtual keyboard should be
removed:

"I have a very small box that can hold the articles you have entered,
what it costs, and what the customer will get back. And this is because there is
a virtual keyboard!?"

A physical keyboard is superior to a virtual keyboard in e�ciency when
used by an experienced user [8]. This factor and in terms of the responses from
the questionnaires, it is arguably if the virtual keyboard should be removed. At
the same time Interviewee D appreciated the virtual keyboard. A solution that
many interviewees were arguing for is that there should be a button to �ip down
the virtual keyboard to give more space to the listed articles. In this manner it
is up to the cashier to decide to list more articles or to use the virtual keyboard.
Another solution that can be combined with the above solution would be to
make the virtual keyboard more compact.

5.2 Credit card payment box

The credit card payment box obscures the payment amount when the cashier
has started a credit card purchase (see Fig. 4). The purchase must be cancelled
if the Credit card payment button is pressed before the cashier has checked the
payment amount. This creates both extra work and irritation according to some
of the interviewees. A better solution would probably be to make the payment
box slightly smaller allowing the cashier to see the payment amount even when
the credit card payment box appears.

Fig. 4: The left picture shows the payment procedure for a purchase of 99 SEK. To the
right the credit card payment box obscures the displayed sum.
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5.3 Removal of articles

According to the interviews, 50% was positive to the fact that the article
to be removed must be speci�ed by the article number through the scanner
or keyboard. This question was also addressed in the questionnaires, which
displayed a counter-example of how the remove function could work (see Fig.
3). The counter example shows a conferment box that is common in competing
systems. In the questionnaire, 83% said they would prefer to use the conferment
box. The idea of having to scan or enter the articles to be removed is a good
idea, but the question is how well it works in reality? Scanning or enter an
article number to remove the article seems to confuse more than it ensures that
the right article will be removed.

The delete button is not activated in the current system. The advantage
of being able to use the delete button is that it is possible to reach even if the
cashier is not in the right menu to access the "F5 Remove row". The availability
of the delete button is something that could reduce the keystrokes. A solution
available in competing systems is to put a checkbox to the right of the listed
article whose function is to remove the article when pressed (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Shows how articles could be removed by pressing a checkbox.

5.4 Vortex button

Three interviewees out of four thought that the design of the Vortex button does
not correspond to its function (see Fig. 6). That they did not understand what
the button implies before they got its function explained. A redesigning of the
button would be preferable, perhaps with an explanatory text.

Fig. 6: Shows the Vortex button.
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5.5 Pricing with discounts

All of the interviewees experienced the procedure to add or remove discounts as
awkward and confusing. A better solution would be if discounts could be added,
removed and listed in the same way as articles, with the discounted price shown
directly in the payment amount.

5.6 Cancelling card purchases

The procedure to cancel card purchases was considered problematic by 75%
of the interviewees. This procedure can be simpli�ed by giving the cashier the
ability to cancel card purchases from the cashier's interface.

5.7 Colour-coded touch screen buttons and keyboard

The color-coded F-buttons were appreciated. This was something that the in-
terviewees felt contributed to an easy interaction.

5.8 Finished amounts for payments

Half of the interviewees mentioned payment amount suggestions on how the
customer might pay at cash purchase as something god. They thought that this
function helped to reduce keystrokes and made the payment procedure faster.

5.9 Too many keystrokes

According to the interviews too many unnecessary keystrokes must be performed
to carry out commands that are repeated often, such as payments. Reducing the
number of keystrokes is becoming increasingly more important with experienced
operators [6]. A way to reduce the number of keystrokes would be to place the
most used features higher up in the menus, and to remove or merge less important
keystrokes in procedures that are repeated often.

6 Conclusions

During the writing of this paper one began to think that the evaluated POS
system is not fully developed and tested in a proper way. The interface seems
to have gotten a bad reputation among the sta�, most likely due to design �aws
that seem to be especially problematic in the repeated payment procedure.
These faults make the system ine�cient and inconvenient for the cashier to use.

The above discussed improvement suggestions can be used as guidelines
in an evaluation of an old POS system or creation of a new POS system. How-
ever, relatively small changes in POS systems interface such as the evaluated
can make a big di�erence in terms of e�ciency and working environment. These
improvements can be achieved by applying the above design proposals with
further evaluations and testing.
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Abstract. With the increasing use of smartphones, questions regard-
ing security awareness becomes more relevant. This paper investigates
security issues and if interaction design need to adapt regaling security
awareness. Today's smartphones can be compared to a capable com-
puter that contains a monolithic amount of sensitive personal informa-
tion. The objective of this paper is to analyze the security awareness
for smartphone users in a literature study and a case study with ques-
tionnaires. Today there is a range of di�erent security measures one can
use to protect private information, but the question is if they are being
used. The result shows variations depending on age. The age group 35
or below have the least technical knowledge and among the most private
information. However, they are the most frequent users of a screen lock.
The age group 35 - 54 is the one with the most technical knowhow, and
have less private information on their phones compared to the younger
groups. They are also second worse in using screen locks but best in using
tracking apps. People in the age group 54+ consider themselves decent
in technical knowhow, and have the least private information on their
phones. They are also the worst in using both lock screen and tracking
apps. This paper can give an insight into how security awareness can be
adapted regarding the needs of di�erent groups, and if interaction design
should consider this.
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